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Abstract 

Many continuous phase modulation schemes, besides the constant envelope feahue, 

are very attractive for their hi& efficiency both in powa and kquency requirements. 

However, they are difficult to employ in practice. The main reason is the unacceptable 

complexity of their receiver. 

The optimum receiver for CPM requires in general a bank of matched filters. As a 

consequence? except for certain simple schemes, this makes the receiver too complicated 

to implernent. In this thesis, a simple yet near-optimum coherent receiver structure for 

genefal CPM signals traasmitted over an AWGN channel has been developed. The 

receiver is constmcted based on observing the received signal in the Walsh signal space. 

By doing so, the requirement of matched filters is elllninated and the fiont end of the 

receiver is simplified to the hea r  receiver structure which is widely used in PSK-type 

receivers. The pnce paid for the simplification is an increase of sampling rate (2-4 times 

that of the symbol rate) and more signal processing in the Viterbi decoder. 

The symbol timing and carrier phase synchronization, a problem associated with 

any coherent receiver, has also been investigated for the proposed Walsh receiver. A 

simple, efficient, yet near-optimum algorithm for both separate and joint estimation of 

symbol timing and carrier phase is developed. It aims to optimize the tracking 

performance of a synchronizer. The algorithm does not require computation of the 

derivative of the likelihood hc t ion  for the symbol timing estimate and it exhibits 

excellent steady state performance. In two-dimensional Walsh space, it almost reaches the 

optimum for binary CPM schemes of practical interest, and is close to optimum for 

quaternary schemes. The algorithm can dso be used in any other signal space CPM 

receiver. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

/ 

1.1 Digital Communication Systems 

It is well known that digital communication systems considered have important 

advantages over analog communication systems [l]. A general mode1 of a digital 

communication systern is shown in Figure 1.1. The information to be sent is represented 

by the data sequence a ,  a sequence of elements which are nom an M-ary alphabet. The 

modulator converts a into x (t), a signal suitable for transmission. In this thesis, x (t) is a 

sinusoidal wave with the amplitude or phase modulated by the data sequence a .  

Generally, the channel compts it in a random manner by a variety of possible 

mechanisms, such as additive thermal noise, man-made noise, and atmospheric noise. The 

corrupted signal y ( t )  is received by the demodulator and the information a is detected 

and recovered besed on y ( t )  and the knowledge of the modulation process. 

The most common comiption existing in almost al1 kinds of channels is caused by 

Figure 1.1 The digital cammuaication system model. 



thermal noise, modeled as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In this channel, the 

received signal can be written as y (r)=x (t)+w(t), where w(t) is a white Gaussian 

stochastic process with power spectral density Nd2 WattsMz [2] where No vkes in 

different channels. It is the channel mode1 used in this study. ~~~~~stic corruption 

might also exist in a channel, such as a nonlinearity. In general this kind of corruption can 

be avoided by the system design. For example, the saturation noniinearity encountered in 

a satellite channel can be avoided by making the amplitude of the transmitted signal x ( t )  

constant. This kind of modulation scheme is called constant emelope modulation. 

There are two basic requirements in modulator design. First, it should be able to 

prevent or combat the corruption caused by the channel. Since increasing the power of the 

transmitted signal in general reduces noise effects. especially additive white noise, a 

modulation scheme with better ability to combat channel noise saves power. Secondly, the 

fkquency spectnmi occupied by the transmitîed signal x (t) should be as narrow a s  

possible for a fixed symbol rate, to increase the bandwidth efficiency of the modulation. 

Designing modulation schemes which are efficient both in power and bandwidth is always 

a research challenge, because the two requirements are contradictory to each other in 

general. 

1.2 Digital Phase Modulation 

Digital phase modulation is a widely used modulation scheme in digital 

communication systems. It has a constant envelope and is expressed by the following 

forrn 



wheref, is the carrier fiequency; T is the length of a basic signaling time interval; E is the 

energy expended during the interval T. In each interval, an M-ary data symbol appears and 

the phase @ (t, a) follows some pattern in response to this symbol. In practice,f, is much 

larger than l/T. 

The most common and widely used phase modulation is PSK (phase shift keying). 

Let the M-ary alphabet be {O, 1, ... , (M-1)) and a, be the nth &ta symbol of the data 

sequence a . The phase of the PSK signal in the nth symbol interval, i .e. t E [n T, (n+ 1 ) 0, is 

then 

Different M results in different PSK schemes. The one with M=4 is called QPSK 

(quadrature PSK). A plot of the phase vernis time would show a constant phase in each 

interval except for discontinuities at the signaling interval boundaries. Although PSK 

modulation is relatively efficient in power, it is poor in bandwidth efficiency. 

Shaped-PSK is a member of digital phase modulation family and is a widely used 

approach to reduce the bandwidth of PSK without sacrificing power efficiency. Using 

(1.2), equation (1.1) for the nth symbol interval, t E [nT, (n+l)Z'), can be written as 

where h(t) is called a shaping pulse and 

O l t < T  

otherwise 

Clearly h m  (1.3) the spectnun of the PSK signal depends on h(t), a rectanguiar pulse. 

The bandwidth of a rectanguiar pulse is relatively wide because of the discontinuity in 

h(t). Therefore changing the h(t) to a continuous puise should reduce the signal 



bandwidth. This type of modified PSK signal is sometimes called shaped-PSK. The side 

effect of the above shaping is that it causes intersymbol interference (ISI), i.e. the signal in 

the nth interval depends not just on the nth data a, but also on the previous data. The ISI 

makes the receiver more complicated. To avoid ISI the shaping pulse h(t) is usually 

chosen as a Nyquist-pulse or its modified version (see [1] or [2] for more details). Another 

drawback of this modulation scheme is that it is usually no longer constant envelope 

which is very important for many systerns. The PSK scheme with h(t) being (1.4) is called 

pure-PSK. 

Besides the simplicity of the modulator, another important advantage for pure-PSK 

modulation is its optimum receiver. It has a very simple structure and is easy to implement 

in practice. The receiver is shown in Figure 1.2 and is ofien called a linear receiver. This 

receiver ca.  also demodulate QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) with diffèrent 

decision logic. QAM can be viewed as an extended PSK modulation with both amplitude 

and phase being modulated. For more details see [2]. 

As one of the major advances in communications over the last three decades, 

continuous phase modulation (CPM) is a power and bandwidth efficient method. It 

combines modulation and coding together, usually called coded modulation, and achieves 

Decision 1 

Figure 1.2 The optimum lioear receiver for PSK modulation. 



gains in bandwidth or energy or both of them without any 105s in the information data rate. 

Many CPM schemes are more efficient both in bandwidth and energy than their PSK 

counterparts and therefore are very attnictive for digital communications, especially for 

satellite and mobile communications where constant envelope modulation is preferable. 

Nexc a background to it is given with the technical detail presented in Chapter 2. 

1.3 Background of Continuous Phase Modulation 

As mentioned above, the wide bandwidth of PSK signals is caused by the 

discontinuity in the shaping pulse h(t) which cornes fiom the discontinuity in the phase 

$ ( t ,  a) of the PSK signals. The alternative to equation ( 1 . 1 )  

shows this clearly. If one makes the h(t) in (1 .5)  a continuous h c t i o n  as in shaped-PSK, 

the phase $ ( t ,  a) is continuous also and the bandwidth of signal (1.5) is reduced. Further, 

the envelope is still constant, not like in shaped-PSK. A deeper look at this problem 

reveals that the bandwidth of signal (1 S), i.e. ( 1 .  I),  actually depends on the maximum 

absolute value of the derivative of $ ( t ,  a) with respect to tirne, or the strength if it is 

infuite. The h(t) given by (1.4) maka the derivative infuite and extends the bandwidth of 

PSK signals. Therefore to reduce the bandwidth M e r ,  one needs also to reduce the 

maximum derivative of the phase of ( r ,  a) .  In (1.5) this cm possibly be done only by 

reducing the range of h(t). Unfortunately, this greatly reduces the power efficiency of the 

scheme. Therefore the basic idea of CPM is to find a way to generate a continuous @ ( t ,  a )  

while keeping the modulation scheme power efficient. The solution, besides phase 

continuity, is to htroduce memory into the modulation, a kind of coding. The PSK signal 



is called a memoryless modulation scheme because the signal in each symbol interval is 

determineci only by the data symbol a, of that interval. Modulations with memory, such 

as CPM, also depend on the previous symbols, i.e. on {... , a,-z, a,  -[, a, ). Details are 

given in Chapter 2. 

The first constant envelope digital wntinuous phase modulation that is more 

bandwidth efficient than ordùiary PSK while maintainhg the same power efficiency is 

MSK (minimum shift keying) [3], introduced by Doelz and Heald in 1961 [4]. The 

improvement is obtained by linearly changing the phase within a symbol interval and 

making the phase transition continuous between symbols. MSK plays an important role in 

the evolution of phase modulation and has been studied extensively. The modulation 

index, a parameter to control the range of phase change fiom symbol to symbol or the 

maximum derivative of the phase, in MSK is specifically 0.5. MSK has been generalized 

to binary CPFSK (continuous phase frequency shifi keying) by Pelchat, Davis, and Luntz 

in 1971 [5] and by de Buda in 1972 [6] where the modulation index c m  take any value. 

This choice of modulation index gives the communication system designer greater 

flexibility in the trade-off between bandwidth and energy. But compareci with MSK there 

are no binary CPFSK scheme which can simultaneously d u c e  both energy and 

bandwidth. 

The idea that both signal energy and bandwidth could be reduced simultaneously by 

coding was perceived by Shannon before 1960, but schemes that did so began to appear 

only after 1975. Miyakawa, Harashima, and Tanaka in 1975 [7] and Anderson and Taylor 

in1 978 [8] explored the idea of varying the modulation index of binary CPFSK in a cyclic 

pattem and found that indeed both energy and bandwidth were reduced. Other specific 

modulations based on the same technique were found later [1][9]. These modulations are 

now known as multi-h CPM. It is known now to be an effective approach to increase 

power efficiency. 



The phase patb, a hc t ion  of the data sequence a ,  of both MSK and CPFSK is a 

piecewise iinear hc t ion  with dope discontinuity at the end of each symbol interval. This 

is lmown to widen the bandwidth. By smoothing this discontinuity, which implies 

eliminating the instantaneous fiequency jump, the bandwidth efficiency of phase 

modulation can be further improvd Amoroso applied this idea to MSK in 1976 [IO], 

where the piecewise iinear phase trajectory was replaced by one whose derivative was a 

raised cosine. 

Besides the technique of making the phase path continuous and M e r  smoothing it, 

another strategy which is even more effective for inmeasing the bandwidth efficiency of 

digital phase modulation is partial (phase) response CPM. Partial response signaling 

means that the system response to one input symbol lasts for more than one symbol 

interval, unlike MSK where the response lasts ody one symbol and is cdled a full 

response. It was first introduced by Lender in 1964 [II] and developed by Kretmier in 

1966 [12] to increase the data rate of PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) digital 

transmission systems. A similar idea was introduceù to the phase response of MSK by de 

Jager and Dekker and created a new constant envelope phase modulation called tamed 

fiquency modulation (TFM) [13]. TFM is much more efficient in bandwidth than MSK 

but less efficient in power. The effect of partial phase response on a phase modulated 

signal is to reduce the maximum derivative of the phase, i.e. the fiequency deviation, so 

that the bandwidth is reduced. 

Anderson, Aulin, Sundberg and Rydbeck published a thorough investigation of the 

effects of continuous phase, smoothed phase path, and partial phase response on a phase 

modulated signal in 198 1 [14][15][16]. A large family of constant envelope phase 

modulations narned continuous phase modulation (CPM) was introduced. Many in the 

family simultaneously Save both energy and bandwidth. The most comprehensive 

treatment of CPM, Uicluding its error performance, fiequency spectral characteristics, and 



other aspects such as multi-h CPM and optimum and suboptimum CPM receivers, is given 

in the text Digital Phase Modulation by Anderson et al ( 1 986)[l]. 

1.4 Objective of the Study 

Though CPM is attractive for its high efficiency in power and bandwidth, it has very 

complex demodulators with complexity increasing for the most powerful ones. The most 

cornmon CPM schemes used in practice now are only of the MSK type, such as MSK and 

GMSK (Gaussian MSK) which are binary schemes with a modulation index equal 1/2. 

The reason for this is due paaially to the fact that there exists a simple optimum receiver 

which in practice is easy to implement. The receiver requires two matched filters and the 

detection of a data symbol is made after a one symbol interval delay [6][17][ 1 81. 

Cornpared with the moddator implementation, it is rnuch more difficult to optimally 

demodulate CPM signals in the sense of maximum likelihood sequence detection W S D )  

(for details about MLSD see Chapter 2). Except for the simplest CPM scheme MSK, the 

implementation of optimum MLSD receivers is in general complicated. Optimum CPM 

receivers consist of a bank of matched filters followed by a Viterbi trellis decoder [l]. The 

implementation complexity is due to the size of the rnatched filter bank and to the large 

number of trellis states, especially for nonbinary partial response CPM and multi-h CPM 

schemes fiom where the most powerfid CPM schemes corne. This is the penalty paid for 

the gain in energy and bandwidth. In general, the more bandwidth and energy efficient the 

schemes are, the greater the size of matched filter bank and the number of states [l]. This 

complexity, especially that of the filter bank, impedes their practical use. 

Considerable research has been directed to find sub-optimum receivers with the 

objective of reducing the size of the matched fiIter bank and the complexity of the Viterbi 

trellis decoder. For the latter problem, due to the significant decrease in the cost and size of 



hi& speed signal processors over the last decade the computation complexity of a trellis 

decoder becornes less and less a serious consideration. Besides it has been shown that 

whatever the size of the trellis is, only a smdl part of it needs attention h m  the decoder. 

This implies the trellis decoder need not search the whole trellis in order to achieve the 

error pdoxmance of the Viterbi algorithm, at least in a good channel. The above 

observation reduces greatly the amount of computation. Two methods appear in the 

literature: reduced-state trellis decading [ 1 ] [ 19 ] [20] [2 11 [22] and reduced-search trellis 

decoding [23][24]. The reduced-state approach is based on new definitions of the trellis 

state and on fushg sections of the trellis together. In reduced-semch, the large original 

trellis is kept, but only a mal1 region of it is searchecl for a good decoding. Hence the first 

problem, the size of the matched filter bank, is now more crucial for the implementation of 

CPM. 

One of the objectives of this study is focused on the size of the matched filter bank. 

Many papas have been published on this topic and they are bnefly reviewed in Chapter 2. 

In this study a new method is proposed. It is not aimed at specific CPM schemes but is 

applicable for general ones including mu1 ti-h CPM 'S. 

Another objective of the study is to find a simple and better-performing method to 

estimate the symbol timing and carrier phase in the proposed CPM receiver. For digital 

communication systerns, the receiver needs to know the symbol clock exactly, both its 

frequency and phase, of the data sequence. In many systems, like computer networks and 

some terrestrial microwave links, this clock can be hansrnitteci separately to the receiver. 

But it is not af3ordable for many others since it consumes bandwidth andor power of the 

transmitter. In this case the receiver needs to estirnate the dock based on the received 

signal. The same situation exists for the carrier in a coherent receiver. Therefore there are 

four parameters that have to be hown for a coherent receiver: symbol clock fiequency 

and phase, carrier fiequency and phase. Arnong the four panunetas the estimation of the 



two phases is more crucial and is another objective of the study. 

1.5 Outline of the Thesis 

In Chapter 2, the basics of continuous phase modulation are given, dong with the 

optimum CPM receiver structure. The signal space CPM receiver, which is the base of the 

CPM receiver developed in this study, is discussed. It also gives a brief review of 

simplified CPM receivers that appear in the literature. 

Ln Chapter 3, a practical quasi-optimum CPM receiver structure is developed. It is 

based on observing the received CPM signal in an incomplete Walsh signal space. 

Mioimum projection distance and simulated symbol error probability are given to evaluate 

the receiver performance. 

A simple algorithm for symbol timing and carrier phase synchronizatioo is 

developed in Chapter 4. The algorithm airns to optimize the steady state performance of a 

synchronizer and the simulations show that it performs very close to the optimum in 

steady state. 

Conclusions and fùture research suggestions are aven in Chapter 5. 



Chapter 2 

Continuous Phase Modulation and Demodulation 

The goal of this thesis is to design a simpler structure for CPM receivers to ease the 

difficulties of implementation in practice. This chapter provides a basic description of 

CPM modulation and demodulation, including the definition of CPM and the ophum 

CPM receiver. It also gives a very brief review of several subopimum demodulation 

techniques. More detailed knowledge about CPM and its receiver c m  be fond in the 

literature (see the Bibliography for some of the relevant papas) and is well summarized in 

references [1][25][26]. The difficulties of demodulating the CPM signal are pointed out. 

2.1 Continuous Phase Modulation 

A constant envelope RF signal with the phase coded by the transmitted data 

sequence u is given in equation (1.1). For convenience, rewrite it in cornplex notation as 

x ( t ,  a)  = Re {s ( t ,  a) é2%'} 

where 

is the complex envelope of the transmitted signal x ( t ,  a)  relative to carrier fiequencyf,; E 

1 I 



is the energy per symbol; T is the length of symbol interval; a =( ... , a - ,  a. , a ,, ...) is the 

transmitted M-ary data sequence with ai E {f 1 3 ,  ... AM- 1 )} . In digital comwilcations, 

M is usually chosen as 2m with m a positive integer. In this study the A4 values of ai are 

considered to be equall y probable. 

For CPM, the information bearing phase @ (t, a) in the nth symbol interval, which 

will be denoted as @ ( t, a,) with a, a(. .., a,- [, a, ), is defhed as [ 1 ] 

n 

( t ,  a )  = Zn hioiq(t-ir) n T S  t <  ( n  + l ) T  (2-3) 
i = -  

where hi is the modulation index and takes value fiom set {ho, h l ,  ... , hH-* } cyclically. q(t) 

is the phase smoothing response and usuaily called the phase pulse. It can be any hction 

with the restriction of 

where L is called the phase pulse length and is a positive integer. (2.3) also shows that 

rnernory has been introduced into the phase. 

To have continuous phase, q(t) has simply to be a continuous function. But to have a 

good CPM scheme, q(t) must be restricted further. Here the restriction of q(t) given in [ 1 ] 

is used: q(t) is continuous everywhere with a nomegative derivative (instantaneous 

fkquency). 

By choosing different phase pulses q(t) and varying the parameters M, L, H and set 

(h i } ,  a great variety of CPM schernes cm be formed (see [l]  for more details). For L=l ,  

the CPM scheme is callecifil[ response and for L> 1 it is called partial response. For H=l , 

the scheme is called single-h and for ml it is calleci multi-h. L and H are usually mal1 

positive integers. The phase pulse q(t) plays an important role in detennining the 



propdes  of CPM. In general, the largest value (in magnitude) of the derivative of q(t) 

affects the width of the main lobe of the power density spectnmi, while the spectrum 

sidelobes or asymptotic decay is detefmined by the number of wntinuous derivatives of 

the phase pulse. Therefore a smoothed q(t) with a longer L will lead to a better spectnun 

when the modulation index {hi) is fixed. Several different types of q(t) have been 

investigated in [l]. Though the r d t s  presented in this study are applicable for general 

CPM schemes, for convenience, only two q(t) are considered in this thesis. They are 

LREC (rectangular) and LRC (raised cosine), where the prefix "L" denotes the pulse 

length. LREC and LRC are defined as follows: 

LREC: 

LRC: 

Figure 2.1 shows some examples of LREC and LRC. The lREC family of CPM is also 

called CPFSK (conhuous phase fiequency shift keying). 

MSK can be viewed as a special CPM scheme which is binary (M=2) single-h 1 REC 

with modulation index 1/2. It plays an important role in CPM, since it can also be viewed 

as a quadrature linear modulation (offset QPSK), and consequently has a linear optimum 

receiver [3]. 

The modulation index or indices, {hi] ,  play a role similar to the index in analog 

Frequency Modulation (FM). A larger index leads to a wider spectnrm and generally a 



F i e  2.1 Examples of REC and RC CPM phase pulses. 

better mor performance. Note that the latter statement is only tme for CPM when the 

index is srnall, as sometimes a CPM scheme with a larger index perfo- worse than one 

with a smaller index. 

Multi-h CPM is a special class of the CPM family. It has certain attractive properties 

and has drawn research attention [27][28]. In single-h schemes, the modulation index is 

the same in d l  the syrnbol intervals, denoted as h below. In multi-h schemes, a set of 

diEerent indices are employed and used in a cyclic manner. It is known to be an effective 

approach to M e r  increase the power efficiency of single-h CPM. Many schemes have 

been found in this class which can save more energy without s a d c h g  bandwidth 

[1][27][29]. Recently some new multi-h CPM schemes with fûrther gains have been 

l REC (CPFSK) 



reported [30][31]. The price paid for the gain obtained by the multi-h technique is a 

further increase in the complexity of the receiver. Some details are discussed in section 

2.2.3. 

2.2 Optimum Receiver Structure for CPM 
in an AWGN Channel 

In an AWGN chamel, the optimum coherent receiver for generd CPM signals is the 

maximum likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) receiverl [ 1 1. A brief description of this 

kind of receiver is given in this section. A coherent receiver requires complete knowledge 

of the transmission caTier. Hereafter, at least until Chapter 4, it is assumed that perfect 

synchronization is established in the receiver, i.e. the carrier phase and symbol timing are 

precisely known. The noncoherent receiver is not considered in this thesis. It usually 

perfoms much worse than a coherent one. 

2.2.1 MLSD Receivers in an AWGN Channel 

Although the memory introduced into CPM signals makes them more eEcient both 

in power and bandwidth, it also makes the demodulation much more difficult. Unlike 

PSK-type modulations, a data symbol transmitted by CPM signals can not be detected 

optimally based on observing only the signal in that symbol interval. instead, the optimum 

detector of CPM needs to base its decision on the observation of the received signal over 

several successive signal intervals, even the whole signal sequence. One criterion for 

detecting modulation with memory is MAP (maximum a posterion probability) symbol 

detection. Although it makes decisions on a symbol-by-symboi basis, each symbol 

1. It is also called MLSE receiver with the E standing for estimation, In this thesis, the tenn 
estimation is used for esh'mating a parameter h m  a random process and the tenn detection is 
reserved for &ta. 
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decision is based on an observation of a sequence of received data. Another c o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o n l y  

used criterion is MLSD. The resultuig algorithm is computationdy less complex and is 

the one considered in the thesis. 

From all possible traasmitted data sequences, a MLSD receiver chooses the one â 

that maximizes the likelihood function [32] which is the conditional probability demity 

function of the received signal y(t), conditioned on dl possible transmitted sequaces. In 

an AWGN chamel, this procedure can 

Euclidean distance between y(?) and x(. 

where 

h d  the â which minllnizes the 

and ii denotes a trial data sequence. Ld (Ü) is also called the log-likelihood fiinction since 

it is obtained by taking log of the likelihood function. The subscript " d m  denotes 

"distance ". Expand equation (2.7) to 

m L y 2 ( t )  dt+J-  -00 x2 (t ,  O )  d t - 2 j a y ( t ) x ( t ,  -O 9)  dt (2.9) 

Since the first two tenns in (2.9) are constants, one has that minimizing (2.7) is equivalent 

where 



The MLSD receiver needs to compute either (2.7) or (2.10) to detennine â . 

Computing the log-likelihood fiinction for a l l  2 is not practical if the data sequence 

is long, because the number of possible sequences <i grows exponentially with the 

sequence length. However provided that the signal x(t, 2) has a trellis structure, the well 

known Viterbi algorithm can be used as an efficient method to simplify the search [1][2]. 

It perfonns the MLSD by searching the ireilis and simp1ifies the search by eliminating a 

certain number of sequences when a new signal of a symbol is received. The algorithm 

keeps only a fixed number of sequences at the end of each interval qua1 to the number of 

trellis states for fiirther search. 

2.2.2 CPM with Treilis Structure 

The CPM signal is 

(2.3) can be rewritten as 

where 0, is defined as 

n - L  

determined by its phase. Considering restriction (2.4), the phase 



and the current tninsmitted symbol a,. Therefore a CPM scheme has a trellis structure if 

0, has a finite nimiber of possible values in each symbol interval. 

In Appendix A, it is shom for the general case that 0, takes values fiom a finite set 

provided that the modulation indices (ho, hl, ... , hsl) are al l  rational numbers (also see 

[l J for single-h CPM). Hereafter only rational modulation indices are considered. W~thout 

loss of generality, the set {ho, h l ,  ... , hH-L} is denoted as {qdp, q&, .-- , qx.l/p) or simply 

{qO, q ... , qx-p'pJ where qO, ql, .-. , q ~ - ~ ,  and p are al l  positive integers and are 

coIlStrained by gcd(qo, ql, ... , q ~ -  I ,  p)= 1 (gcd stands for greatest common divisor). The 

purpose of the constraint is simply to makep as small as possible. For single-h CPM, h 

will be denoted as q/p. 

It is shown in Appendix A that the total number of dl  the possible 0, which may 

appear in the nth interval is p for alI CPM schemes incluchg multi-h. If all the q,'s are 

even, the set (0,) is the same in any symbol interval and is 

otherwise it is either (2.15) or 

depending on symbol interval index n (for proof see Appendix A). Which set appears in 

the nth interval cm be easily detemiined. Due to this phase set switching, the structure of 

the trellis is cyclically time variant with a period of W symbol intervals, except for 

schemes with all even qj's. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the phase trellis for a binary 

full response scheme with {hl, h2}={U4,3 /4} .  Note that the Viterbi algorithm does not 

care whether or not the trellis is time variant. An equivalent time invariant trellis, callecl 

tilted trellis, can be obtained by the technique described in [18] for single-h schemes. 



IIT 
transition for a,= 1 - - - - - - m i t i o n  for a,=- 1 

2.2 The phase mllis for binary fidi response scheme with {ho, L ) =(2/4,3/4). 

The phase set {en} is called the phase state of CPM since it determines in part the 

trellis state. With finite O,, the ~ ~ ( n )  defined in (2.14) is the trellis state of CPM in the nth 

interval. For either single or multi-h CPM and in any symbol interval, the total number of 

trellis states, denoted as S. is then a fixed number and it is s=&-'. 

2.23 Optimum Receiver for CPM 

The MLSD CPM receiver needs to compute either &&(a,) or BM,(Ü,) in each 

symbol interval. They are the branch metrics requVed by the wterbi algorithm and are 

called the distance rnetric and correlation rnetric, respectively. The correlation metnc is 

usually chosen in the optimum receiver since it is simpler. 

Practically the calculation of BM&) is easier to do in baseband. For CPM with a 

trellis, each trial sequence â, redts  in a certain trellis state eS(:,(n) and the current data an . 



Rewrite (2.11) in its equivalent baseband fom: 

[ n  + 1) T 
J* ( 4  ÜJ 

BM, (gS ( n )  , En)  = Re{ r ( t )  e dt 1 

where r(t) is the complex envelope of y(t). Note that the constant 1 7 has been dropped /- 
and the notation BMc(Z,) has been changed to ~ ~ , ( 6 , ( n ) ,  a,). The total number to be 

calculated in each interval is clearly s-M=~@, the number of branches in the trellis. 

By equation (2.12), (2.17) becornes 

- 
where iL(n)h("n_L+ ... , an-,, 2,) and 

There are in general & functions in the set ( h  (t, àL (n)  )}  for any n. The MLSD receiver 

structure for CPM follows directly fiom (2.18) and is show in Figure 2.3. It requires A& 

complex matched filters followed by sarnplers sampling at the end of each symbol 

interval. The branch rnetnc BM, can then be calculated fiom these samples. In the Figure, 

the filter's impulse response h,(t), m= 1, ... &, is 

To implement Figure 2.3 directly in practice, 4& real matched filters are required. 

But since every sequence iiL has a corresponding sequence with reverseci sign, only 2& 

matched flters are actually needed. For simple CPM schernes there exist optimum 



Figure 23 The optimum meiver structure for CPM. 

receiver structures other than Figure 2.3. For example, MSK can be viewed as shaped 

offset quadrature PSK and as a result has an optimum receiver with two matched filters, 

not four as in Figure 2.3 [3]. The receiva makes a hard decision with one symbol delay. 

Receivers with this kind of structure are called MSK-type receivers. For nonbinary partial 

response CPM, the category to which the most powerful schemes belongs, Figure 2.3 is 

the most general optimum structure. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the main difficulty of irnplementing this optimum 

receiver cornes fiom the size of the matched filter bank. As an example, quatemary 3RC 

with h=1/2 has both a narrower bandwidth and a gain of about 2.3 dB in signal-to-noise 

ratio (Sm) compared with MSK. But it requires 128 matched filters. In general, the more 

bandwidth and power efficient the scheme is, the greater the filter bank size. This 

complexity of the filter bank size prohiits th& practical use. 

For multi-h CPM schemes, additional difficulty exists. Equation (2.20) shows that 

although there are only Ad elements in the set (hm (t)} in each syrnbol interval, the set is 

different in different intervals. There are H different sets of (h,(t)] appearing cyclically. 



This implies that the optimum receiver for mdti-h requires H different banks of matched 

Hters and has to switch them cyclically symbol by symbol. This is the pnce paid for the 

gain in power efficiency of multi-h CPM. 

2.3 Signal Space Receiver 

Let (ilAt), R-O, 1 ,  ... ,K- 1 } be a set of orthogonal basis f'wictions of a wmplete signal 

space for all the possible t d t t e d  baseband signals s ( t ,  l i )  when t E [O,  T] .  This space 

will be called the tninsmitter signal space and its basis bctions are definecl over the time 

interval [O, T] and are zero outside this range. Similar to section 2.2.3, signal s ( t ,  5) in the 

nui interval wili be denoted as s ( t ,  es (n) , an) . By decomposing r(t) and s(t. <i) in the 

above signal space, equatîon (2.8) and (2.1 1)  become equivalently 

and 

respectively, where the constant 1/2 has been dropped and 

is a known constant at the receiver. A receiver constructed to compute (2.21) or (2.22) is 

called a signal space receiver (11. Note that if the space {il&)} is not complete for the set 

{ s ( t, a ) } ,  the resulting (2.2 1) and (2.22) may not be quivalent. 



A signal space receiver observes the projection of the received signal onto the space 

{q&)dr)} to generate sufficient statistics. Only signals which are containeci in the space can 

be observed. This space is called the receiver signal space below. In facf any receiver, no 

matter how it is constnicted, may be envisioned to have a receiver signal space. Only 

signals in that space can be observed by the receiver for detecting the data sequence. 

The receiver signai space for an optimum receiver m u t  contain the transmitter 

signal space, such that al1 the transmitted signals can be observed sufficiently. ûtherwise 

some energy of the transmitted signal will be outside the space which results in lower 

SNR and degrades the error performance. 

If a signal space receiver is used to constnict the optimum CPM receiver, equation 

(2.21) or (2.22) shodd be computed and the nmber of matched filters is then determined 

by the dimensionality K of the transmitter signal space. Apparently, the optimum signal 

space receiver requires at least the same number of matched filters as in Figure 2.3. 

Because the dimension of the receiver signal space determines the size of the filter 

bank, the goal of reducing the size of the filter bank can then be achieved by trying to fmd 

a subspace of the transmitter space with reduced dimension. The subspace then can be 

used to constnict the receiver signal space (nontrivial) and may result in a simpler 

receiver. This receiver is of course suboptimwn since the transxnitted signal can not be 

observed sufficientiy in the subspace. Though it may be of smaller dimension, if the 

subspace is very close to the original one, the loss in error performance comparai to the 

optimum receiver shodd be small. 

2.4 Simplified Suboptimum Receiver for CPM 

Considerable researcb has been directed to find sub-optimum receivers with the 

objective of reducing the size of the matched filter bank. Several approaches have been 



reported in the literature. Some of them are briefly reviewed below. 

In 1331 (also in [l]) a MSK-type receiver is obtained for general binary CPM with a 

modulation index of 1/2. The receiver ignores the phase memory introduced by the partial 

phase response and results in a hvo filter receiver shilar to the MSK receiver. The Ioss in 

terms of signal-to-noise ratio is moderate and sometimes very small (0.75dB for 3RC, 

O. l dB for 2RC, and more than I dB for other cases). 

In [34][1] a slightly mismatched filter b& smaller than that of the optimum 

receiver, is used The mismatched filter bank is found by approxirnating the original phase 

tree by a phase tree generated fkom a shorter phase pulse. 

Another approach uses an averaged matched filter receiver [l]. The receiver 

observes the signal over several intervals and makes a decision on the first symbol, Say a*. 

For full response schemes, it employs a bank of M filters each matched to the average of 

al1 signals that have a* as a common value. For partial response schemes, the L- 1 intervals 

previous to a0 also have to be wnsidered and the receiver requires several sets of filter 

banks one for each sequence of prehistory symbols. Which one is used depends on 

previous decisions. 

The averaged filter idea has also been used to solve the problem of switching the 

matched filter banks for multi-h schemes. Refaence [35] illustrates an example for multi- 

h CPFSK where instead of switching filter banks, a single bank of fiIters is used with their 

impulse responses being the average of the corresponding original filters. 

Laurent shows [36] that the binary CPM signals can be decomposecl into a sum of 

PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) signals. A tnincated Laurent PAM representation is 

use- in [37] to reduce the size of matched filter bank with small loss in SNR. Laurent's 

representation has been extended to nonbinary CPM schemes by Mengali and Morelli 1381 

and in a method similar to that of [37] it is used to reduce the complexity of the filter bank 

[39]. The performance of the receiver depends on how many terms are kept in the 



tmcated Laurent representation. 

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the sue  of the matched filter bank can be reduced by 

using a subspace of the transmitter space to consûuct a receiver. This kind of receiver has 

been investigated by several authors and is shown to be an effective way to simplify the 

complexity of the filter bank problern. It requires f i n h g  a subspace of the transmitter 

signai space of smali dimension but as close to it as possible. The price paid for reducing 

the size of the filter bank by using this kind of receiver is that it requires additional 

calculations to obtain the metric for the Viterbi decoder. This tradeoff is quite acceptable, 

even preferable nowadays, since digital data processing is easy to implement and the cost 

of high speed digital data processing keeps dropping dramatically. 

Huber and Liu in [40] show that such a subspace of dimension 3 does exist for CPM 

schemes (single-h) when the modulation index h is relatively small. The basis functions 

can be found by the GramSchmidt method or in an ad hoc manner. The loss caused by the 

dimension reduction is small, and it may approach zero for s m d  h. Only six matched 

filters are required. Palenius and Svensson later presented a similar receiver with the basis 

being optimized based on the criteria of minimiang error probability [4 11. 

Simrnons [42] adopts a subspace with a bais  set of t h e  shified sinco fiuictions, 

and therefore the matched filters can then be replaced by two lowpass filters (ideally 

brickwall filters) followed by subinterval sarnplers. The problem caused by this 

simplification is that the nurnber of the treilis states has to be increased due to ISI 

(intersymbol interference). The increase depends on the bandwidth of the lowpass filters. 

Further, the metric of the Viterbi algorithm depends not only on the CPM scheme but also 

on the lowpass filters which makes the design of the receiver more complicated. 

For different CPM schemes, i.e. different q(t), M, L, and {hi}, al1 the methods 

mentioned above for implementing optimum or suboptimwn receivers for either single or 

muiti-h situations require a special design for each different scheme. The suboptimum 
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receiver proposed in [43][44] d t s  in an identical structure for d CPM schemes. There 

the phase pulse of transmitted signal is approximated by a stair-case phase puise and gives 

an identical receiver structure to the one proposed in the next chapter. However the one 

proposed here performs better, especially when h is not smalî. 



Chapter 3 

Walsh Signal Space Receiver for CPM 

Most methods for sirnpli-g the complexity of the matched filter bank of the CPM 

receiver mentioned in Section 2.4 put their efforts into simpliwg, by some kind of 

approximation, the structure of the well hown optimum receiver described in Section 2.2. 

The redting receiver structure is then restricted by the approximation used. In this 

chapter, a different approach is pursued to construct a simpler CPM receiver. The focus is 

on the sirnplicity of the receiver structure with the purpose of reducing the hardware 

requirement while keeping an acceptable error perfomiance. The simplest coherent 

receiver for digital phase transmission is the well-known linear receiver for PSK or QAM 

as shown in Figure 1.2. The one proposeci in this study can be viewed as an extension of 

this linear receiver. 

3.1 Basic Consideration 

It is well known that the minimum Euclidean distance between the signals in the 

transmitter space dominates the error probability of the optimum receiver in an AWGN 

channel [32]. However in a suboptirnum receiver the error performance is dominated by 

the minimum projection distance, i.e. the minimum Euclidean distance between the 

projections of the transmitted signals in the receiver signal space which is not explicitly 



relate4 if at dl, to the minimum Euclidean distance. Figure 3.1 shows graphically the 

projection distance D between two signals in a receiver space. If the receiver space 

contains the transmitter space both the minimum projection distance and minimum 

Euciidean distance in the eansmitter space are equal and the receiver is optimum. It is 

cleady crucial for a suboptirnum receiver to keep the mùiimum projection distance close 

to that in the transmitter space. The effort to fmd a good suboptimum receiver c a .  actually 

be viewed as an attempt to find a receiver space with a large minimum projection distance. 

It is known also that the receiver space detennines the complexity of the receiver 

structure7 especially the size of the matched filter bank. This is obvious for signal space 

receivers and tme for others fiom some point of view. Generally, the srnaller the 

dimension of a receiver space, the sirnpler the receiver. 

However, the two goals, i.e. a space with small dimension but large minimum 

projection distance, are obviously in contradiction to each other. Some kuid of 

compromise has to be made. Almost al1 the methods mentioned in section 2.4 pay 

attention to the minimum projection distance issue. To get a larger minimum projection 

I/ Receiver 
1 -1 

space D/2 '. 
'1 . 
i 

l . 
I I \ 

Figure 3.1 Projection distauce in receiver signal space. sfi) is the transmitted signai and s&) is 
the projeçtion of sli(t) onto the meiver space. sdt), j + i, are projections of other possible 



distance, a natural and helpful choice of the basis functions of the reoeiver space is 

continuous time functions, since the CPM wavefoms are continuous. References [37], 

[39],[40], and [41] are some examples of this approach. 

Ln this study, attention is paid to simplification of the receiver structure, where the 

size of the matched filta bank is aot simply reduced but rather is eliminated. As 

mentioned above, the simplest coherent receiver is the linear receiver of QPSK or QAM. 

There the basis function is discrete in amplitude, a square wave (see equation (1.4)). From 

the above, one sees that as long as the minimum projection distance in the receiver space 

is close to the minimum distance in transmitter space the two spaces can be very different, 

the receiver bais may even consist of discrete amplitude hctions. This suggests that a 

discrete basis should not be ruled out. 

To this end, the first K Walsh fiinctions [45] are chosen as the basis set for the 

receiver signal space. In this space the projected wavefoms of the trammitteci CPM 

signals are staircase functions. The CPM wavefonns may not be well approxirnated in this 

space especially when K is mail. But as shown in Section 3.2.2, the degradation of 

minimum projection distances for schemes of practical interest, say h<0.7, can be quite 

small even for very small K. It Ieads to a simple receiver structure as show in the next 

section. 

The Walsh hct ions  are an orthogonal, complete bais  for the L2 signal space 1451, 

a space which includes ail CPM modulation schemes. Therefore by increasing K the 

receiver can approach the optimum performance. However the more practical problem is 

how small can K be made to keep the minimum projection distance of CPM signals close 

to the minimum distance in the transmitter space. Before investigating this, the receiver 

structure is derived. 



3.2 Walsh Signal Space Receiver for CPM 

The receiver introduced below cm be viewed as an alternative to the optimum CPM 

receiver. It is a signal space receiver with a Wdsh basis and eliminates the requirement of 

the matched filter bank. It cannot be implernented optimdly in practice, due to the 

requirement of an infinite number of subinterval sarnples. However it can be implemented 

to approach the optimum performance as closely as desired and so is cdled a quasi- 

optimum receiver. Another advantage of the Walsh receiver is that its fiont end is the same 

for ail modulation schemes. 

33.1 A Practical Quasi-optirnum CPM Receiver 

Denote the Wdsh functions by wdt), Hl, 1 ,  ..., defined over the time interval [O,q. 

Express the index k in its binary form 

where kd E { O, 1 } and kD - , # O .  The Waish functions are 

where sgn(x) is defined as sgn(x)= 1 ,  if x 2 0 ,  sgn(x)=- 1, if 60. The first eight Wdsh 

functions are show in Figure 3.2. 

To construct a signal space receiver using the k t  K Walsh functions as its basis, 

one needs to compute the branch metric of equation (2.21) or (2.22) for the Viterbi 

algorithm in each symbol interval. In this signal space, the projection of the transmitted 



Figure 3.2 The first eight Walsh hctions. 

signal onto the kth axis, i.e. equation (2.23), is the following: 

where the subscript s=O, ... , S- 1, indexes each trellis state and data an+l 3, ... ,kW- 1). 

The set {s, (6, (n) , a,)} are the representatives of al1 the possible transmitted signals in 

the nth interval, a set of known constants which depend on the CPM scheme. Since the 

treliis is periodic t h e  variant with perïod W, the set also changes periodically symbol by 



symbol. There are in total W different sets. These sets need to be stored in the receiver for 

metric calculation. The size of each set depends on the dimension K and the number of 

branches in the trellis which is S-M, but it is independent of syrnbol index n. Note that the 

actual size of the set is not 2-K-SM real numbers but smaller due to signal symrnetry. 

Table 3.1 shows some examples. 

Table 3.1: The size of set ( sk (a,)} for some CPM schemes 

From equation (2.2 1 )  or (2.22) whichever is used, we see that the receiver needs to 

generate the quantity 

which leads to the matched filter bank if qdt) are continuous functions. In the receiver 

space chosen here, this quantity can be easily generated witbout using matched filters. 

Consider only the first K Walsh fiinctions. Partition the time interval [O, T ]  equally 

into K subintervals and let K be a power of 2. From (3.1 ), one sees that in each subiatmal 

al1 the basis fiuictions are constants WJT. Let the subintervals be indexed by m=0,1, 

...& 1 ,  and denote the value of wdt) in the mth subinterval [mTIK, (m+ l)T/K) as wdm) .  

Then 



where the coefficient IIJT has been dropped since it has no effect on the Vitehi 

algorithm. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the wdm) for K=2 and 4, respectively. 

Table 3.2: The value of w&z) for K=2. Table 33: The d u e  of wk(m) for K=4. 

In the space chosen, equation (3.3) becomes 

where 

This shows that the receiver needs only two ordinary integrate-and-dump filters, followed 

by a sampler which samples the output at t h e  t=nT +(m+l)T/K, m=O, ... A- 1. The 

resultant receiver structure is shown in Figure 3.3 where the Viterbi algorithm is 

implemented in the trellis decoder. The trellis dewder can also be any other trellis search 

algorithm, i.e. a simplified Viterbi algorithm, to reduce the calculation burden caused by 

the large number of trellis states. Note that f?om (3.6), it seems that the filter needs to be 

dumped every T/K seconds instead of T as in Figure 3.3. If so, the filter bandwidth is 

increased with adjacent Channel interference (ACI) a potential problem. But in actuaiity 

this is not necessary since the i, (n) c m  be obtained by subtracting the mth sample fiom 

the (m+ 1)th. 



Figure 3 3  Structufe of the proposed receiver. 

if Figure 3.3 is compared with Figure 1.2, it is seen that their fiont ends are the same 

except for the sampling rate. Figure 3.3 can be viewed as an extension of the linear 

receiver, since for PSK or QAM signals the dimension K of their transmitter space is just 

1. 

Note that the distance metric (2.2 1) and correlation metric (2.22) are in general not 

equivalent when K is small. This is because to derive (2.22) nom (2.7) and (2.2 1) requires 

the quantity (the signal energy in the receiver space) 

to be constant where N is any positive integer. But this might not be mie for different 2, 

(see also Appendix B). Simulations c o h  this and one example is s h o w  in Section 3.3. 

If K is large or the receiver space is very close to the transmitter space, equation (2.22) can 

be used with indistinquishable pdonnance loss. It is dso worth pointing out that the 

value of s, (GS (n)  ,Zn) contains a factor ,,/=T which can be ignored if (2.22) is used. 

This is the advantage of using the correlation metric. If the distance metric (2.2 1 ) is used, 

this factor has to be kept and E has to be hown by the receiver. E is usually easy to 

estimate since it is a constant or slowly varying. Further if an AGC (automatic gain 



control) circuit is employed in the receiver, E can be considered fixed and known by the 

receiver. Hereafter E is assumed to be known. 

Since CPM signals are continuous waveforms, to be fUy containeci in the Walsh 

space, the space has to have an infinite dimension. This implia an infinite number of 

subinterval samples in the implementation. Therefore although it can be approached as 

closely as desired by inmeaskg K, the optimum performance can never be reached in 

practice. K is the only parameter which detennines the complexity of fiont end of the 

Walsh receiver and partially that of the trellis decoder. The question left is whether a near- 

optimum performance can be achieved with a mal1 K and how mail. This is investigated 

next. 

3.2.2 Minimum Projection Distance of CPM in the Walsh Space 

Seven examples of (normalized, squared) minimum projection distance in the 

incornplete Walsh space are given below together with their distance loss in dB compared 

with the corresponding (nomalized, squared) minimum distance in the îransmitter space. 

The squared Euclidean distance between two transmitted signals x (t, ai) and x (t, 5) is 

The normalized squared distance dt is defhed as d2 = L ? / ~ E ~ ,  where Eb = EAog2M [ I l .  

The distance loss is defined as 

where Li* is the (nomalized, squared) minimum projection distance in the receiver 

space and LinT, is the (normalized, squareci) minimum distance in trammitter space. The 



technique of computing the distances can be found in [Il.  ui an AWGN channel, the 

distance loss relates to a loss in SNR, i.e. to the increase of the energy of the transmitted 

signal needed to keep the same error performance compared with the optimum. 

The calculations were done only for single-h CPM. For multi-h CPM schemes, the 

largest hi, PO, ... JI, will dominate the distance loss. Since the calculation is time 

coamming, ody a discrete finite set of modulation indices h are chosen for the 

than 1 since fkom spectnim considerations this range is the one of interest. The calculation 

of the minimum distance depends on the length N of the observation symbol intervals. 

This length was chosen to be N = 15. in most cases considered here, this length is enough 

to reach the &ee distance if h is not weak or not in the vicinity of a weak h. A weak 

modulation index is one which degrades the minimum distance greatly compared with its 

neighbors (see [l] for details). Free distance is defined as the minimum distance between 

two transmitted signals obsewed over an infinite t h e .  

Figures 3.4,3.5, and 3.6 show examples for binary RC CPM sipals wiîh L=l, 2, 3. 

They show that for a large range of h, two samples per symbol interval is sufficient to 

achieve a near-optimum error performance and when K = 4 the performance of the 

proposed receiver is essentidly optunum. An exception is for 3RC with h=2/3 which is a 

weak modulation index. The reason for this exception is simply that the observation 

length N=15 is too short for a weak CPM scheme to reach its fiee distance. It is also clear 

fiom these three figures that the pdorxnance of the proposed receiver irnproves with L. 

Surprisingly it performs almost the same over a wide range of h for 3RC. These figures 

also suggest that the proposed receiver might perfonn as weil for binary multi-h CPM 

schemes as for th& singie-h couterparts if the hi's are in same the range. The cornputer 

simulation results confirrn this observation. The results are shown in Section 3.3. The 

above holds also for binary REC schemes. 



Examples of projection distance properties for quaternary CPM schemes are given 

in Figures 3.7,3.8, and 3.9 for 2RC, 3RC, and IREC, respectively. The receiver performs 

worse for quatemary schemes than binary ones. But still only four samples per s p b o l  are 

required to reach a near-optimum performance for relatively small h and eight samples 

will essentially approach the optimum perfomance. An octal CPM scherne for lREC is 

givm for cornparison in Figure 3.10. 

These figures show that the proposed receiver works quite effectively for both 

binary and quatemary CPM schemes when h is relatively small, Say h<0.7. These schemes 

are of practical interest. K=2 for binary and K=4 for quatemary are basically the 

dimensionality of the Walsh space needed to achieve near-optimum performance. 
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in transmitter space 

in Walsh space 

h 

Figure 3.4 Distance properties for binary IRC. (a) the minimum projection distance M. h in sub- 
Walsh space with dimension K=2 and 4, compared with the minimum distance in the trammitter 
space; (b) distance l o s  in dB. 
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Figure 35 Distance properties for binary 2RC. (a) the minimum projection distance vs. h in sub- 
Walsh space with dimension K=2 and 4, compared with îhe minimum distance in the transmitter 
space; (b) distance loss in dB. 



Minimum distance 

Figure 3.6 Distance properties for biaary 3RC. (a) the minimum projection distance vs. h in sub- 
Walsh space with dimension K=2 and 4, compared with the minimum distance in the trammitter 
space; (b) distance loss in dB. 
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F i e  3.7 Distance pmperties for quateniary 2RC. (a) the minimum projeetion distance m. h in 
sub-Waish space with dimension K=2,4, and 8, compared with the minimum distance in the 
transminer space; (b) distance loss in dB. 
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F i  3.8 Distance pmperties for quatemary 3RC. (a) the minimum projection distance vs. h in 
sub-Walsh space with dimension K=2,4, and 8, compared with the minimum distance in the 
transmitter space; (b) distance loss in dB. 
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Figure 3.9 Distance properties for quatcmary IREC. (a) the minimum projection distance vs. h in 
sub-Walsh space with dimension K=2,4, and 8, compared with the minimum distance in the 
transmitter space; (b) distance loss in dB. 



F o i e  3.10 Distance properties for octal 1 REC. (a) the minimum projection distance vs. h in sub- 
Walsh space with dimension K=2, 8, and 16, compared with the minimum distance in the 
transmitter space; (b) distance loss in dB. 



3.3 Simulation Results of Error Performance 

Cornputer simulated symbol m r  probability for the proposed receiver in an 

AWGN channel has also been detennined for some CPM schemes. In the simulation the 

Viterbi algorithm with a distance path metric was employed. The carrier phase and symbol 

timing synchronization are assumed perfect. 

Figure 3.1 1 shows the error performance for quaternary 3RC with h=1/2 in 2 and 4 

dimension Walsh receiver. The performance with 4 dimensions is near the o p h u m  with 

about a 0.2 dB loss in SNR. This agrees with the result shown in Figure 3.8 Section 3.2.2. 

The receiver also works in the 2 dimension case which reduces the computational burden 

of the treilis decoder by half compared with K=4, but at a price of approximately 0.6 dB 

SNR loss. For cornparison the optimum performance is dso shown. The optimum receiver 

requires 128 matched filters. 

I receiver 

Figure 3.11 The computer simuiated symbol m r  rate of the Walsh receiver compared with the 
optimum receiver for quaternary 3RC with h= 112. 



Figure 3.12 shows another example for quaternary 2RC with h 4 1 3  which requires 

32 matched filters in the optimum receiver. This scherne gives slightly beîter error 

performance than MSK and a much better spectnim [I l .  The differaice between the 

distance metric and the correlation metric is also shown for K=2 in the figure. I f  K is 

increased, the difference becomes negligible. 

In Walsh signal space, although the dimension K can be any positive integer, the 

subinterval samples can be used more efficiently if K is chosen a s  2m with m a positive 

integer. For K other than 2m, the rectanguiar pulse functions given by 

can be used instead as a receiver space basis, where k= {O, 1,2, ... , K- l } . Figure 3.12 gives 

Figure 3.12 The computcr simulated symbol e m r  rate of the Walsh receiver compared with the 
optimum receiver for quaternary 2RC with h=1/3. 



one example for this basis with K=3. 

The error performance for a multi-h scheme is shown in Figure 3.13. In total 8 

matched filters are required by the optimum receiver. If hl  equals ho, this scheme is just 

MSK. It gives approximately a 1.6 dB gain in SNR compared with MSK and the spectnmi 

bandwidth is approximately the same [l]. The optimum performance is essentially 

reached by K=4, and K=2 is good enough for practical use. 

Figure 3.13 The cornputer simulated symbol e m r  nite of the Walsh receiver compared with the 
optimum receiver for binary 242 CPFSK with ho=5/ 10 and h 10. 

In section 3.2.1, it was seen that the receiver works efficiently for binary single-h 

CPM schemes over a wide range of h. This suggests that the proposed receiver is also 

suitable for decoding multi-h binary schemes. Cornparison between the performance of 

the Walsh receiver for binary single and multi-h CPM is shown in Figure 3.1 4 and Figure 



Chapta 3 

In Figure 3.14, binary 2-h 2RC with ho = SI 10 and h = 41 10 gains about 1 .S dB in 

S M  over both MSK and binary 1-h 2RC with h = 1/2. The bandwidth of the two 2RC 

schemes is almost the same and better than MSK [l]. The bandwidth of the two 3RC 

schemes of Figure 3.15 is also the same and much better than MSK. AIthough the enor 

performance of 1-h 3RC with h = 112 is worse than MSK, the 2-h 3RC scheme performs 

the same as MSK. We see that the proposed receiver works very efficiently. 

3.4 Cornparison with Other Simpüfied CPM Receivers 

Binary and quatemary CPM schemes are the ones of most interest in practice. The 

Walsh receiver works effectively for both of them. The dimension required to achieve 

near-optimum performance is small, typically 2 for binary and 4 for quaternary. 

The biggest advantage of the proposed receiver is its simplicity. The hardware 

complexity has been reduced considerably with hardly any sacrifice in m o r  performance. 

It gives a way to efficiently use the iinear receiver, a circuit used widely in industry, to 

implernent the CPM receiver. No special design is needed for different schemes except the 

trellis decoder. Also, the receiver structure is ideal for digital irnplementation which is 

more preferable nowadays. 

Compared with the previous methods of simplifjmg the CPM receiver published in 

the literature, the proposed method not only is simpler but in general is as good as or 

better. 

in [43][44] where the phase pulse q(t) is approximated by a staircase function the 

same receiver structure as Figure 3.3 results, but the Walsh receiver requires fewer 

subinterval samples to achieve the same distance loss. For example, with quatemary 2RC 

(h=3/5) and dl,,= 0.3 dB, 4 samples are needed by the proposed receiver instead of 7 as in 

1431. 



Figure 3.14 The computa simulated symbol m r  ratc of the Walsh receiva compared with the 
optimum receiver for blliary single and 2-h 2RC. 

Figure 3.15 The cornputer simulatecl symbol m r  rate of the Walsh receiver compared with the 
optimum receiver for binary single and 2 4  3RC. 



Considering signal space receivers with a continuous basis, the Walsh receiver 

enjoys a simpler structure but performs slightly worse, i.e. for the same distance loss the 

Walsh receiver requûes in general a higher dimension in the receiver space. 

Compared with the receiver in [40] where six matched filters are used, i.e. the 

receiver space dimension is 3, the 4-dimensional Walsh receiver performs slightly worse 

(about 0.1 dB). Since the bais  used in [40] is nonorthogonal, additional calculation is 

r e q d  to obtain the branch metric. The receiver in (4 11 is similar to the one in [40]. 

The receiver in 1421 also does not require matched filters. Instead it uses two low 

pass filters with 2 samples per syrnbol interval. It perfonns similarly to the 3 dimensional 

Walsh receiver. But it requires high order low pass filters to approxirnate the ided brick- 

wall filters, the result of the the-shified sinco basis, and it ùicreases the nlunber of States 

in the trellis caused by ISI. 

The receiver simplified by ushg the Laurent CPM representation [37][39](see 

Section 2.4) can also be viewed as a signal space receiver with special continuous basis 

hctions. The cornparison is similar to the above. 

Another significant advantage of the proposed receiver is in dernodulating multi-h 

CPM signals. The traditional optimum receiver for multi-h CPM needs to switch the 

matched filter bank cyclically syrnbol by symbol as explained in Section 2.2.3. Reference 

[46] shows an example for binary 2-h CPFSK. Two sets of matched filters with four filters 

in each set are used altemately. This costly operation is avoided in the Walsh receiver. 

rxistead of switching the matched a t m ,  the proposed receiver requires only cyclical 

employment of different sets of {sk (es ( n)  , an)} for computing the branch metric. 

3.5 Summary 

The goal of this thesis was to design a simple receiver structure for CPM to ease the 



difficulties of implemeating the CPM receiver in practice. A practical receiver for 

continuous phase modulation has been demonstrated in this chapter. The receiva is based 

on observing the received signals in a signal space having Walsh fhctions a s  its basis. 

The problem of the large size of the matched filter bank facing a conventional optimum 

receiver can be reduced to two ordinary integrate-anddump filters. The receiver works 

u n i v d l y  for all CPM schemes including multi-h without special design except for the 

trellis decoder. For most CPM schemes with a relatively srnail modulation index, which 

are the ones of interest in practice, the dimension of the receiver signal space required to 

achieve a near-optimum performance is quite small depending on the data alphabet, the 

modulation index, and the phase pulse q(t). An important advantage of the proposed 

receiver is that it is easy to design and requires only very simple hardware for 

implementation, even though subintend sampling is required. 

One potential disadvantage of using a Walsh signal space is that the sampling rate is 

increased. At high data rates, this may result in an unacceptable hi& sampling rate. One 

way to avoid this is to employ K parallel sarnplers (at rate f!n, each sampling at a 

different time instant separated by TIK second. 



Chapter 4 

ML Estimation of Symbol Timing and 
Carrier Phase for CPM in Walsh Signal Space 

4.1 Introduction 

A problem associated with al1 digital communication systems is symbol 

synchronization, i.e. regenerating the symbol clock in the receiver. To detect the data 

sequence the recovered clock should be the same as that in the transmitter. Carrier 

synchronization is M e r  required for a coherent receiver. These two synchronizations 

were assurned to be exact in the previous chapters. The simplest way to fùlfill this 

assumption is to transmit reference signals separately fiom the modulated signal. 

Unfominately, in many applications this approach is unacceptable because it wastes power 

andor fkquency spectrum. Besides, the channel might still cause a difference between the 

received reference and the received modulated signal. If separate transmission is not 

allowed, the receiver must recover the two references, symbol clock and carrier, fiom the 

received signal. 

An ideal way to detect the data and to make it synchronized is to do the two jointly. 

This approach leads to a very complex mathematical problem to solve, and even in those 

cases where the problem can be solved a complicated receiver structure is obtained. A 

common approach to avoid this complexity is to do the data detection and the 

synchronization separately, i.e. the receiver structure is developed by assuming it is 



exactly synchronized and the synchronization is done independently or is based on the 

detected data. This approach is p w e d  in this study. 

Synchronization for PSK modulation is relatively easy. A widely used technique is 

to pass the received signal through a nodinea. device to generate tones at the clock and 

carrier fiequencies. They are then picked out by two bandpass filters, to act as control 

signals to control the local VCC (voltage controlled clock) and VCO (voltage controlled 

oscillator) [2]. References [47] and [48] investigate the application of this technique to 

CPM. It is shown that for a CPM scheme with rationai modulation index h=q/p, the 

received signal needs to be raised to its pth power and then passed through two narrow 

bandpass filters to pick out the tones. Unfortunately, this method has difficulties when 

applied to nonbinary partial response CPM schemes which are more efficient both in 

power and spechum than binary full response schemes. These schemes have narrower 

spectnim and are expected to work at low S N R .  It is shown I l ]  that for these schemes the 

bandwidth of the two bandpass filters has to be very narrow to achieve an adequate CNR 

(carrier-to-noise ratio) even at hi& SNR. The reason is because of the self-noise, Le. the 

noise generated by the random data a .  

It is then crucial for CPM receivers to estimate the symbol clock and &er fiom 

the received signal according to some suitable optimization criterion, typically the 

maximum likelihood principle. The estimates cm be used to control the local VCC and 

VCO. If the decision-directed estimation technique is used, this approach offers a straight 

fonvard way to eliminate the self-noise. In this technique the transmitted data sequence 

before the curent interval is assumed to be known by the receiver. This is approximately 

true for any real receiver in steady state even for those with decision delay (more details 

are given below). Consequentl y the sel f-noise problem is avoided automatically. The 

decision-directed approach is also called data-aided synchronization, since the data is 

assumed known to the synchronizer. 



To estimate the reference pinameters, the likelihood function given in Chapter 3 has 

to be modified. The general likelihood fhction for an unsynchronized receiver not only 

contains the transmitted data sequence a, as in (2.7) or (2.10), but other unknown 

parameters as weU. In general, four panuneters need to be recovered in the receiver: the 

kequency and phase of the symbol clock, and the fkquency and phase of the carrier. The 

data and the parameters should be detected and estimated according to this general 

likelihood fùnction. 

Arnong the four parameters, the estimation of the two phases, i.e. the symbol timing 

(the phase of the symbol clock) and the carrier phase, is more crucial and is the objective 

of this chapter. For simplification, hereafter, the fiequemies of the symbol clock and 

carrier are assurned to be known. Symbol timing is typically the more difficult parameter 

to estimate, 

In the literature, estimation of the above two parameten has focused principally on 

specific CPM schemes or on a specific receiver structure (references [39][46][49][50] are 

examples). Joint estimation of symbol timing and carrier phase for general CPM 

modulations is investigated in [51] and [52] for signal space receivers. In [5 11, the joint 

ML-estimation of carrier phase and symbol timing has been developed specifically for the 

signal space receiver proposed in [4O]. The specifically chosen b a i s  of the receiver space 

exchanges the shift in the t h e  domain into a phase shift in the fiequency domain and ends 

up with a simple synchronizer structure. Unfortunately, the algorithm is difficult for other 

receiver structures to utilize. In 1521, the estimator employs two phase-locked-loops (PLL) 

to track the solution of the likelihood hction.  The two error signals used by the two 

PLL's are one or several of the most current terms of the likelihood function and its 

derivative. A derivative device is required for symbol timing estimation. Both methods in 

[5 11 and 1521 are &ta-aided. 

In this study, a different algorithm for both separate and joint data-aided estimation 



of symbol timing and carrier phase schemes is proposed for generai CPM. The aigorithm 

does not require a derivative device for the symbol timing estimate and exhibits excellent 

steady state performance, very close to the true ML solution. Further, it performs well 

even at low signal-to-noise ratios ( S N R ) .  The algorithm can be used with any other signal 

space CPM receiver, though it is onginally developed for the Walsh receiver. However in 

the Walsh space, the proposed algorithm is simpler and easier to implement Finally the 

algorithm is applicable for both single-h and multi-h CPM but only one simulation result 

of multi-h is shown in this thesis. 

4.2 'Ibo Aspects of Synchronizers 

A synchronizer has two aspects that need to be considered in design: acquisition 

ability and tracking ability (steady state perfomance). 

During acquisition, which occurs when the receiver is first tumed on, the 

synchronizer locks on to the symbol clock and carrier. After reliable estimates of the 

clock, carrier, and data have been established, the synchronizer works in the steady state 

where it needs only to track small changes caused by channel a d o r  the transmitter drift, 

and to combat the noise. Generally, these two requirements require the syncbonizer to 

possess contraclictory features. A sub-optimum synchronizer with good steady state 

performance implies in general poor acquisition performance. For example, a 

synchronizer with a data-aided estimation algorithm defhitively performs better in the 

steady state than one using a non-data-aided algorithm. But the latter is usually more 

reliable in the acquisition period, because typically it is based on an average of the ML 

function over the data andor any nuisance parameter(s) which are not known by the 

receiver in the acquisition period. To optimize the perfomance in the two periods a 

natural approach is to develop two different algorithms. 



Generally speaking for CPM it is even more difficult, if not impossible, to find an 

algorithm that can sirnultaneously aquire and track weil. In [51] and [52], the algorithms 

are developed for steady state performance and then checked to see how they p d o m  

during the acquisition period. Consequentiy some drawbacks exist. Nondata-aided 

symbol timing synchronization for CPM is done by A. D'Andrea, el al, in [53] and is used 

in [52] for acquisition purposes. 

This study focuses on optimizing the steady state performance for general CPM 

schemes and gives a simple solution which is very close to the optimum. The acquisition 

problem for the proposed synchronizer can be solved by using the non-data-aided 

algorithm in [53]. It is believed that with slight modification the algorithm can be easily 

applied to the Walsh receiver. 

4.3 ML-estimation of Symbol Timing and Carrier Phase 

For an unsynchronized receiver, the complex envelope of the received CPM signal 

in the nth symbol interval, relative to the fkequency of the local oscillator, can be written 

as 

where n(t) denotes baseband noise due to the channelys white Gaussian noise w(t); cp is the 

phase difference between the carrier of the transmitted signal and the local osciilator of the 

receiver, and T is the symbol timing difference between the transmitter and receiver. 

Without loss of generality, z will be considered to be always in the range of [-T12. T/2].  

@ ( t ,  a )  is defined by (2.3). The transmitted signal s ( t ,  a, z, q) is now also a fûnction of z 

and 9. The time "t " in (4.1) denotes the tirne at the receiver. Note that data sequence a is 

assumed knom to the receiver, since we consider data-aided estimation. 



43.1 Joint Likelihood Function for Estimating z and cp 

The r and cp are to be estimated, separately or jointly, based on observation of the 

received signal over a period of NT, N a positive integer. To simpliQ the problem, it is 

M e r  asmmed that <p and r Vary slowly enough so that they can be considered to be 

constants over the observation period. The correlation log-Iikelihood function (2.10) is 

now of the following form 

where a is known and 

Note that the constant y has been dropped. The reason for using (2.1 O) instead of the r 
distance likelihood function (2.7) is explained in Appendix B where equivalence between 

the two is shown. The equivalence is also confirmed by simulations. 

For joint estimation, one needs to find a pair (r,@) which maximizes (4.2). For a 

separate estimation one simply fin& t or @ which maximizes (4.2), provideci that the 

other is assumeci hown. Note that separate estimates can also be done by averaging the 

other parameters out. This approach is not considered in this study, because the former 

performs better and in steady state the other parameter can be reasonably assumed to be 

known, at least approximately. 

43.2 Carrier Phase Estimation Formula 

From equation (4.2), one c m  see that since Z (a, T) is independent of 9, the ML- 

estimate of 9, both for separate and joint estimation, is simply 



provided that Z (a, t )  is known. In (4.4) Q is either the known value of .r in a separate 

estimation, or the one which maxioaizes IZ (a, T )  1 in joint estimation. Although one need 

only h o w  Z (a, Q) to estimate 9, it is in g e n d  not easy to obtain for CPM modulations. 

However as will be seen later, a good approximation to Z(a, t )  is relatively easy to 

obtain when the Walsh receiver is used. Therefore estimation of z is considerd first. 

For geaeral CPM, it is very difficult to find the exact ML-estimate of r for arbitrary 

r and cp, and would be too complicated to implement even if obtained. Some kind of 

approximation is inevitable to find a manageable but accurate enough solution. Since only 

the steady state performance is of concem, this condition should be exploited to determine 

the algorithm. Obviously, in the steady state a synchronizer opmtes with the condition 

1~1"T, otherwise the receiver could not detect the transmitted data sequence with an 

acceptable error rate. Keeping this in mind a simple solution for the ML T-estimation can 

be found from (4.2) a s  follows. 

433 Phase Puise Approximation 

It is well known that one of the obstacles in estimating T fÎom (4.2) is that one needs 

to cornpute the derivative of (4.2) with respect to T. The expression of dZ (a, z ) / d ~  is quite 

complicated for CPM because CPM is a nonlinear modulation and the unlmown z is 

nonlinearly hidden inside the mapping 6 ( t - 7, a). To obviate this, consider the formula of 

q(t-2) in time interval [T, LT*) (see (2.6)) and approximate it by the first two ternis of its 

Maclaurin's series with respect to 7. Then modify the txuncated series by extending it to 

the tirne interval [O, LT'J and redefining the values outside the interval (shown in the 

following examples). The series is then used to approximate q(t-2). Applying this to 

schemes REC and RC, results in the following: 



where 

for REC 

for RC 

It is obviously a close approximation unda the condition IT~«T. Note the condition 

corresponds to tracking but not acquisition. Note dso  that (4.5) is exact for REC except in 

the time intervals [O, r) and [LT, LT*) if PO or @,O) and (LTH, LT) if ?<O. Although the 

approximated phase is not continuous anymore at PO and LT for REC, the likelihood 

function is still continuous because of the integration in Z ( a ,  2). Some examples for T/ 

T=0.2 and 0.3 are shown in Figure 4.1. The advantage of the approximation is that in 

equation (4.5) r stands out for any CPM scheme instead of being hidden nonlinearly 

inside a hction. As will be seen later, this makes the derivative of Z (a, t) have a simple 

formula. 

It is worth pointing out that p(t)=l can also be used to approximate RC though it is a 

much poorer approximation compared with p(t)= 2 s in2x t /~  T. Figure 4.2 illustrates 

graphically some examples for 2RC and 3RC when r/T=0.08 and 0.15. Here the 

approximated phase pulse is always discontinuous at 1=0 and LT. 

Substituting (4.5) into the shifted phase @ ( t  - r, on) of (2.3) gives 





Figure 4.2 : The phase pulse q(t-7) and its approximation by jl(t)=I for 3RC when dT=û. 1. 

Note again that for REC, equation (4.7) is exact in the period [nT+7, (n+l)a when z>0 or 

[n T, (n+l)T+z] when W0. As expected, the 7 is seen explicitly. As in [5 11, the technique 

also exchanges the shifi in the t h e  domain into a phase shift in the fiequency domain. 

The important part of the above approximation is not just to make it easy to find the 

derivative of (4.2). It is also important that under the assumption of known a,, the first 

term @ ( t ,  a,) in equation (4.7) is just what the receiver knows about the transmitted 

signal and that y ( t ,  a,) is also a known function to the receiver. This helps to overcome 

another difficulty of estimahg z when actually cornputhg it. It is assumed further that 

~ T \ Y  (t, a,) 1 «T is also true for CPM schemes of practical interest. The total number of 

diffeient \~r ( t ,  a,) is Mt. 



4.3.4 Separate ML-estimate of Carrier Phase 

Here z is assumed hown and only Z (a, T) is needed by (4.4). Considering I T ~ ~ T  

and using (4.7) r d t s  in Z (a, 7)=Za (a, T) where 

Note that Z, (a, 7) is still very difficult to compute, because it is a nonlinear function of r. 
T J ~ v f  (t* an) 

For the sake of obtaining a manageable solution, appmximate e M e r  

This is also helpful to obtain an explicit solution for T estimation (see below). Then 

where 

Clearly, the right side of (4.11) is cornputable. The error caused by the approximations 

above depends on r and goes to zero when ITI goes to zero. Of course, the exact value of 

B (a,) and C(a,) is still difficult to obtain in general since a bank of matched filters is 

needed [Il. However as will it be shown in section 4.4, it is relatively easy to calculate 

hem approximately when the Walsh receiver is used. Therefore the two quantities are 



treatd as knom values below. Note that Re{B (a,)} is of the same form as (2.17), the 

(correlation) branch metric for the Viterbi decoder, but they are different. They are equal 

only if the receiver is pdectly synchronized. 

By (4.4) it follows that the separate ML-estimate of cp is 

where 

Again the smaller lrl/T is, the more accurate (4.12) and (4.13) are and so also the estimate 

ÿ, . If symbol timing is synchronized perfectly, Le. t + O ,  al1 the approximations become 

exact and (4.14) gives the optimum estimate of cp, i.e. the ML-estimate. In reality 7 is not 

known, of course, and its estimated version .S must be used instead. 

43.5 Separate MGestimate of Symbol Timing 

Now assume that cp is known. To get the ML-estimate of T, take the derivative of 

(4.2) with respect to 7 and set it to zero: 

d Re {e-Jq-Z (a, T) } = O 
dz 

Approximating Z (a, 7 )  by 2, (a, 7 )  given in (4.9), one has 



where 

is also a known quantity in the same sense as B (a,) and C (a,) .  The approximations 

(4.5) and (4.10) result in a derivative dZ, (a, r ) / d ~  that is not only cornputable but also 

gives an explid solution for the z-estimate. 

It is important to point out that dZ, (a, ~ ) l a r -dZ(a ,  s)l& when T+O. This is 

stmïght forward to show and means that even after the approximations, the estimate made 

when T+O is still optimum. Consequently, the estirnate is very close to the optimum when 

the ratio 171IT is close to zero. The above arguments hold also for joint estimation in the 

next section. 

Substituting (4.19) into (4.17), the ML-estimate of r is simply the root of equation 

(4.17) which is 

t Im {e-JK's ( a )  } -= -  
Re {e-jqDS ( a )  } 

where 



Again if 9 is not known, its estimated version @ should be used instead. Note that (4.21) 

gives the tnie ML r-estimate o d y  when -0 and <p is known. This does not hold if p(t)=l 

is used to approximate RC in (4.9, because it c m  be shown that in general dZ, (a, T) 

M Z ( a ,  T)/& even for -0 in this situation. This causes performance degradation and 

simulations show the degradation depends on the CPM scheme. The results are shown in 

section 4.5.3. 

43.6 Joint MGestimate of Symbol Timing and Carrier Phase 

Since Z (a, r) is not a fiuiction of 9, the joint ML estimate (i,@) can be found in 

two steps: first find Z to maximize 1 Z (a, r)l , then use this Z to determine Q using (4.4). 

The i cm be found by solving 

which is obtained by taking the derivative of 1 Z (a, 7) 

It is instructive to compare (4.23) with (4.1 7). 

same as the second factor in (4.17). In (4.17) this 

and setting it to zero. 

The second factor in (4.23) is the 

factor contributes mainly to the r 

estimation since the other is a hown constant. The first factor in (4.23) can be 

equivalently written as e - ~ q  Iz(4 1 which corresponds to the factor ~ - J T  in (4.1 7). 

Although in (4.17) <p is a known constant, it c m  also be thought of as a constant value to 

be estimated. The ML-estimate of this value is, by (4.4), just the arg [ Z  (a, T) ] in the fint 

factor of (4.23) when r (or its ML-estimate) is known. Therefore the second factor in 

(4.23) determines essentiall y the joint T-estimate while the first factor determines mainl y 

the joint -tirnate. This observation indicates that approximations to the first factor of 

(4.23) have little effect on the T-estimation at least when ITI«T. This is confirmed by 

simulations. 



To get a solution of equation (4.23), as in the separate +estimation, use again the 

approximation Z (a, r)= 2, (a, r) and dZ (a, r) IdT-dZ, (a, r )  in (4.23), and then 

instead of solving (4.23), solve 

This equation can be approximated M e r  by (4.1 1) and (4.19), respectively, and becomes 

a q w h t i c  with respect to z. Simulations show that the root with the negative sign is the 

solution in terms of &(a), C',(a), and 4a). This solution requires a square root 
T ipf <t. a.) 

operation and is obtained by approximating the factor e in both Z, (a, r) and 

dZ, (a,  7)laF by (4.1 O), because Irv ( t ,  a,) 1 /T«1. By the discussion above, we know we 

are allowed to make a cruder approximation to the first factor of (4.24) than the second 
T 
jp t s 11.1 

one. Thus, to have a simpler solution, the factor e contained in the fint factor of 

(4.24) is approximated by 1 while the one in the second factor is still approximated by 

(4. L O). Equation (4.23) then becomes 

Again the two factors in parentheses are not only cornputable but also exact when z+0. 

The joint ML-estimate of z in steady state is approximately the root of equation (4.25). 

Following the same argument as in the separate 7-estimation, it is clear that equation 

(4.25) + equation (4.23) when 7 -t O . Hence the estimate obtained from (4.25) is 

precisely the tme ML-estimate when r -t 0, and the smaller zlT is, the closer to the 

optimum the solution is. From (4.25) the joint 7-estirnate is simply 



and with the t given above, the joint cpestimate can be determined by (4.4) and (4.11) as 

This is the same as the separate pestimate of (4.14) except that in (4.14) z is known. 

Comparing (4.26) with (4.2 l), one sees that (4.26) is just (4.21) provided that the known cp 

is replaced by @ = arg [ B, (a) ] which accounts for the joint pestimation. 
r 

JTV ([. a#) 
It is should be pointed out that if one does the opposite, i.e. the factor e in 

the first factor of (4.24) is approximated by (4.10) while the one in the second factor by 1, 

the synchronizer does not hct ion.  The reason is because the second factor in (4.23) is 

crucial in the estimation of r. This was confirmed by simulations. 

4.4 Implementation Using the Walsh Signal Space Receiver 

in this section the implementation of the proposed estimator in the Walsh receiver is 

considered. From the previous section, it is seen that the key to the proposed estimator is 

to compute the quantities B (un), C (an), and D (a,) in the nth symbol interval for any n. 

It is Ui geneial very difficult, if not impossible, to compute the B (a,), C (a,), and D (a,) 

precisely in a reai receiver. It requires a bank of matched filters whose size is large for 

nonbinary partial response CPM schemes, due to the large signal space dimension of those 

schemes [1]. However this preciseness is unnecessary in practice. It is shown in [40], [41], 

and Chapter 3, that for CPM modulations, the dimension of the receiver signal space can 

be greatly reduced with only slight loss in performance, due to their narrow fiequency 

specira. If such a signal space receiver with reduced dimension is employed, the quantities 

can be calculated quite accurately with considerably less complexity. Besides, if the Walsh 

receiver is used, it also enjoys a simpler structure. 

To compute B (a,), C (a,), and D (a,), a, has to be known in the process. In 



sîeady state this is possible and is usually done by taking a tentative output, denoted as an 

below, fiom the Viterbi decoder. The influence of this replacement is only at low SNR, as 

shown in next section. Since the most recent data in an tend to have higher error 

probability, the performance shali be improved in principle if they are not used. But 

simulations show that the improvement is marginal and only a p p m  at low SNR. 

In the Walsh signal space, B (a,), C (a,), and D (a,) are approximated as 

respectively, where 

al1 known quantities by the receiver. The sk (a,) is actually one of the elements of the set 



(sk (Gr ( n )  , a,)} in Chapter 3. The 1s t  two, uk (a,) and vk (a,), are elements of sets 

{ uk (Gs ( n) , 2,)) and ( vk ( es ( n )  , 4)) , respectively, which can be calculated in advance 

and stored in the receiver. The set (rdn)} is the statistics required by the rezeiver for data 

detection and it is already generated in the receiver as shown in Chapter 3. There it is 

shown that for data detection under synchronized conditions, these statistics can be as 

close to sufficient as desired by increasing the dimension K. and K=2 to 4 is quite close to 

sufficient for the CPM schemes of interest in practice. Consequently or hopefully K=2 to 4 

will be also sufficient for estimating symbol timing and carrier phase too. This is the case 

as the simulation results show below. 

With the B (a,), C (a,), and D (an) in hand, the B, (a,), Cs (a,), and D, (a,) can 

be computed either directly according to their defmition or equivalently by using a digital 

filter as in [40]. If one chooses p(t)= 1 for RC, y (t, a,) becomes (a,), Le. independent 

of tirne. Then C(a,) and D (a,) can also be calculated by i y (a , )B  (a,) and 

y2 (a,)B (a,), respectively. 

Figure 4.3 shows the Walsh receiver structure dong with symbol timing and c h e r  

phase synchronization. The estimator uses either equations (4.26) and (4.27), or simply 

(4.2 1) and (4.14), to estimate the symbol timing and carrier phase. Instead of controlling 

the phase of the local VCO, the estimated phase @ is used to correct the phase emr 

directiy symbol by symbol in an open-loop manner. Symbol timing is corrected symbol by 

symbol in a closed-loop circuit directly by 3.  Note that in reality symbol timing cannot 

work in an open-loop manner because of the data detection requirement. This structure is 

used in the simulation to evaluate the perfomance of the proposed estimator. The 

synchronizer in Figure 4.3 is called an estimation synchronizer below. Its pedonnance 

depends only on N for a specific CPM modulation and a fixai SNR. 



Figure 4 3  Structure of the Walsh CPM receiver with symbol timing and carrier phase 
synchronizer. 

4.5 Simulation Results 

In this section simulations which show the pdomance of the proposed 

synchronizer ushg equations (4.26) and (4.27) are reported. The performance is evaluated 

in temis  of root-mean-square (RMS) error of the estimates. Only RC schemes are 

considered. 

4.5.1 Comparison with the ML-estimate 

First the performance of the proposed estimator is compared with the optimum ML- 

estimate, for different dT. It should be noted that for a fair cornparison with the optimum it 

is important to keep T a constant during the whole estimation process to satise the 

assumption used in deriving (4.26). This implies that the loop for 7 in Figure 4.3 has to be 

open. If not, one gets a performance that is better than the optimum as show later. 

The straightforward way to obtain the optimum performance is first to find the root 

of equation (4.23) (if it cm be found) and then to simulate it for different SNR. This is in 



general not easy. However, when the proposed estimator used in Figure 4.3 has the symbol 

timing loop open, the optimum performance can be easily obtained. First let H, and then 

estimate T and <p using (4.26) and (4.27) in a complete receiver space. The estimate 

obtained this way is just the optimum performance according to section 4.3. The complete 

space receiver can be implemented by increasing K of the Walsh receiver mtil no M e r  

performance improvement c m  be observed. This is the reason for choosing Figure 4.3 in 

the simulation instead of a synchronizer using a PLL. 

To compare the performance of the proposed synchronizer with that of (521, the 

existing lower bound given in [54] and used in [52] as a pdomance memurernent is also 

used here. 

The bound is developed in general for CPM for any joint symbol timing and carrier 

phase synchronizer operating according to the phase-locked loop (PLL) principle. This 

kind of synchronizer is called a PLL-synchronizer below. The two bounds for timing and 

carrier phase respectively are proportional to B22 and Bi 1, the one-sided noise bandwidth 

of the syrnbol timing PLL and carrier PLL, respectively. These two parameters c m  not be 

defined for the synchronizer in Figure 4.3. But forîunately, when the r estimation in Figure 

4.3 works in a open-loop manner, the relationship between N and or BI is known. It is 

shown in 1551 and [56] that there exists an equivalent PLL-synchronizer for any specific N 

symbol estimation synchronizer, provided that 

1 B , ,  and B p  = - 
2NT 

when N» 1 and both r and cp are piecewise constant within the observation period NT. The 

latter condition irnplies that the estimation synchronizer can only update its estimates 

every N symbols, which means that the estimator operates essentially in an open loop 

manner if N is large. By (4.35), the bounds given in [54] can be written as: 



These bounds do not bound the proposed synchronizer when it works in a closed-loop 

rnanner but they do bound it when it works in an open-loop manner. The above also tells 

that if the loop is open in Figure 4.3 it is comparable to the PLL-synchronizer in [52] 

under condition (4.35). Note that we can not Say at this moment that the lower bound gives 

the tnie ML-estimate although it is the case at least for the examples shown below. 

Figure 4.4 shows the simulated open-loop performance of the joint symbol timing 

estimation using equation (4.26) for quartemary 3RC, h=1/2 in the two dimension Walsh 

receiver. It also shows the sensitivity of the proposed estimator to the ratio rlT which is the 

base for deriving equation (4.26). Al1 the curves in Figure 4.4 are obtained by assuming 

the transmitted data sequence is exactly known by the receiver. This in particular checks 

the cstimator's behavior for large T/T, since in this case a is not close to the ttansmitted 

data sequence a .  The curve for the complete receiver space with PO is actuaily the 

optimum ML-estimate (open-loop) as explained in section 4.3. Only one curve for K=4 

and T=O is shown for cornparison. It is essentiaily optimum. One sees fiom the figure that 

K=2 is quite close to the optimum and good enough for practical use. The bound, the 

square root of the rigk side of the inequality (4.36), is show also in Figure 4.4. It is so 

tight that it lies nght on the optimum ML-estimate. The carrier phase <p is set to 15O, a 

choice which has no influence on the results. Compared with the result of [52], the 2- 

dimensional performance (Hl) of the proposed synchronizer is even slightiy better than 

that of the complete space with 4 samples per symbol interval in [52]. 

Figure 4.5 shows the simulated open-loop pdonnance of the joint carrier phase 



estimation using equation (4.27) for the same scheme as in Figure 4.4. The results are 

obtained jointly with Figure 4.4 by substituting the current estimate t obtained nom 

(4.26) into (4.27). Again K=2 is quite close to the optimum and good enough for practical 

use. The curve for K=4 and Hl ,  which is not show in the figure, reaches essentially the 

optimum. It is seen that the pestimate is less sensitive to the ratio T/T compared with t- 

estimate. The optimum performance in the complete space and the bound (4.37) are also 

shown. Again they lie on each other. in both Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, the paformance 

degrades rapidly when the ratio T/T inmeases past 0.1. For instance the curves for dT=0.3 

are out of the range. 

The curves for the complete space receiver in the two figures are obtained by sethg 

K=16. For this scheme simulations show that there is no observable difference in 

performance between the Walsh receivers with different dimensions when X-8. 

Another example for a quaternary CPM scheme (2RC with h=1/3) is shown in 

Figures 4.6 and 4.7. S i d a r  results are observed. It performs slightly better than the first 

exarnple because the curve of K=4 with 7'0 (not shown on the figures) lies almost on the 

curve of the complete space. The reason is that the receiver space for the 2RC scheme is 

closer to the transmitter space than the 3RC scheme, although equation (4.5) gives a worse 

approximation for 2RC compared with 3RC (see Figure 4.1). 



Figure 4.4 Timing error of open-loop estimation for quateniary 3RC with h= 112, for different T, in 
2-dim~ional  Walsh space compared with the estimator's optimum performance in complete space 
and the bounci. * 100. a is assumed knowu- 

Figure 4.5 Cmier phase emor of open-loop estimation for quaternary 3RC with h=1/2, for 
different T, in 2dime~l~ional Walsh space compared with the estimaîor's optimum performance in 
complete space and the bound l+ 100. a is assumed lcnown, 



Figure 4.6 Timing ermr of open-loop estimation for quatemary 2RC with h=1/3, for different T, in 
2-dimensional Walsh space compared with the estimator's optimum performance in complete space 
and the bound. IF LOO. a is assumed known. 

Figure 4.7 Carrier phase error of open-loop estimation for quaternary 2RC with h=l /3 ,  for 
different T, in 2-dimensional Walsh space compared with the estimator's optimum perfoflzzance in 
complete space and the bound. Ak100. a is assumed houm. 



The proposed estimator shows similar features when appiied to binary CPM 

schemes. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show an example for bhary 3RC with h=1/2. It p d o m  

even better than their quarternary counterpart. The c w e  for K=2 and z=0 reaches 

asentially the optimum. It is interesting that if K is fûrther increased the performance 

improvernent is so marginal that no distinquishable diffaence c m  be observed on the 

scale of the figures. This is partially because the 2-dimensional Walsh space is quite close 

to being sufficient for binary CPM schemes as the results for data detection show in 

Chapter 3. Again the bounds (4.36) and (4.37) are very tight. Compared with the result in 

[52], the proposed one performs better. From the figures one sees also that for binary 

schemes the proposed estimator is much less sensitive to the ratio 7/T compared with its 

quartemary counterpart. 

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show one more example for a binary CPM scheme with a 

relatively large modulation index (2RC, h=4/5). The estimator performs worse for the 

2RC scheme than the 3RC. Here the effect of the insufficiency of the Walsh space for 

schemes with a large h can be seen. The fact that the approximation (4.5) is worse for the 

2RC scheme than 3RC might also contribute to the poor performance. 

The performance sensitivity to the ratio T/T is another usefûl parameter of interest 

for implementation since it is related to the stability of the estimator in burst intderence. 

The sensitivity of the schemes of the above examples is graphed in Figure 4.1 2 for r- 

estimation. The performance is insensitive to T/T over a wide range. 



Figure 4.8 Timing error o f  open-loop estimation for binaiy 3RC with k l R ,  for différent 7, in 2- 
dimensional Walsh space compared with the analytical bound. l+ 100. a is assumed known. 

Figure 4.9 Carrier phase e m r  of open-loop estimation for binary 3RC with h=1/2, for différent T, in 2- 
dimensional Walsh space compared with the d y t i c a l  b o d  N= IOO. a is assumed hown.  



Figure 4.10 Timing error of open-loop estimation for binary 2RC with h-45, for diffêrent r, in 2- 
dimensional Walsh space compared with the b o d  K- 100. a is assumed known. 

Figure 4.11 Carrier phase m r  of open-loop estimation for binary 2RC with for different 5 in 2- 
dimemional Walsh space compared with the analytical bound. Ak100. a is assumed hown. 



Figure 4.12 Timing error of opcn-loop estimation in 2-dimensional Walsh space versus 7/T for different 
signal-to-noise ratio (dB) and différent CPM schemes. A k  100. a is assumed known. 

From Figure 4.4 to 4.1 1 it can be concluded that the proposed estbator gives 

excellent steady state performance even with a 2-dimensional Walsh receiver. Only two 

samples per syrnbol interval are needed in practice. A synchronizer which employs the 

proposed estimator should perfonn vay close to the optimum in steady state at least at 

relatively hi& SNR. The figures in this section dso show that the proposed algorithm is 

not appropriate for acquisition even if a, is known, especidy for quarternary schemes, 

because the performance degrades to a useless level when dP0 .2 .  

4.5.2 Closed-loop Performance 

Now consider the steady state performance of the proposed synchronizer in the 
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practical situation, i.e. when the loop for 7-estimation in Figure 4.3 is closed. The 

transmitted data sequence a, is now replaced by a tentative sequence %. The effect of 

this replacement is shown aiso. The an is obtained by choosing the path with the best path 

metnc in the interval and ün is the data sequence represented by that path. 

Figures 4.1 3 and 4.1 4 are obtained in the same way as Figures 4.4 and 4.5, except 

that the next symbol interval length of the local VCC is increased or decreased by the 

amount A t  ( n ) = i  (n ) - t  ( n  - 1). In both figures the data sequence is detected in 4 

dimensional Walsh space, denoted as Kd=4. The 7 and <p are estimated in both two and 

four dimensional spaces, i.e. K=2 or 4. The observation length N is either 50 or 100. It can 

be seen that the effect of replacing a, by an is very srnall and only evident at low S M .  

Comparing Figure 4.14 with Figure 4.4 shows that closing the loop irnproves the 

performance of the r-estimation substantially (about 3dB in SNR). It is even better than 

the bound which shows fiom another aspect that bouud (4.36) is not valid when the loop is 

closed. The reason for this improvement is because in this case each estimate Z ( n )  for 

difkrent n is not independent any more, but related to its previous estimates. This makes 

the t ( n )  not just dependent on the N previous symbols but on ail of them, which 

equivalently increases the obsenation length. 

It is worthwhile to point out that the performance is not optimum any more when the 

loop is closed because T is not zero. But since 7-T in aeady state, the performance 

should be very close to optimum, especially at high SNR. 

As mentioned above, when the loop is closed the synchronizer in Figure 4.3 cannot 

be compared with a PLL-synchronizer. The performance of a PLL-synchronizer depends 

greatly on the noise bandwidth of the timing PLL (Bu) and the carrier PLL (BI  1), which 

plays a similar role to the observation length N in the estimation synchronizer. The 

n m w e r  noise bandwidth is equivalent to longer N. Unfortunately, there seems no 

obvious relationship between N and B2* (or B1 L), making the two types of synchronhr 



not directly comparable. From Figures 4.13 and 4.4, one sees that the performance of 

N=50 in Figure 4.13 is very close to the performance of N= 100 in Figure 4.4. Similar 

situations have been observed for different N and for all the other schemes used in the 

simulations. From this one may infier that in Figure 4.3, closing the loop is approximately 

equivalent to doubling the observation length N for the case when the loop is opened. I f  

this is true, Figure 4.3 (closed loop) is equivalent to a PLL-synchronizer with Bz(or 

BI I)=l/4NT. 

Figure 4.14 is obtained in the same way as Figure 4.5 except that here F is obtained 

nom Figure 4.13. It is clearly bounded by (4.37) since rp is estimated in an open-loop 

manner. One notices that the better T estimate fkom Figure 4.13 does not make a noticeable 

irnprovement in the pestimate in Figure 4.14 compared with Figure 4.5 (curve -0). 

Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 also show that for both T- and q-estimation the difference 

3 RC, W-4, h= 1 /2 

Figure 4.13 Symbol h'ming RMS m r  ofjoint closed-Ioop estimation for quatemary 3RC (h=1/2) in 2 and 
4 dimensional Walsh space, using the transmitted data sequence (TD) or the estimated one (FD), for AH0 
and 100. <p=1S0 and Kfl. 
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Figure 4.14 Canier phase RMS error of joint open-loop estimation for quateniary 3RC (h=1/2) in 2 or 4 
dimensional Wdsh space, using the transmitted data sequence (TD) or the estimated one (ED), for N=SO and 
100. p l S O  and K&. î is h m  Figure 4.13. 

between K=4 and K=2 is quite small. Again K=2 is good enough for practical use. 

The simulations also show that the proposed estimator is unbiased for 7-estimation 

when the loop is closed. When the loop is open, bias has been observed at high dT ratios. 

For pestimation, no bias has been observed in al1 the situations. From (4.26) and (4.27), 

one sees that the ?-estimation is a fùnction of D, (a) but the pestimation is not Thus it is 

infmed that the bias is caused by D, (a). 

Another example for closed-loop performance is shown in Figure 4.1 5 and 4.1 6 for 

quaternary 2RC with h= 1 /3. Comparing Figure 4.1 6 with 4.1 4 one sees that they are 

almost exactly the same. This can be explaineci by the bound (4.37) which shows that the 

carrier phase estimate depends only on N, A4 and SNR. 

An example for the binary case (2RC with h=45) is show in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. 

The curve of the cpestimate with estimated data (ED) and N=50 degrades rapidly when 
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Figun 4.15 Symbol timing RMS error of joint closed-loop estimation for quaternary 2RC (h= 113) in 2 and 
4 dimensional Walsh space, using the transmitted &ia sequeace (TD) or the estimated one (ED), for &50 
and IOO. v l S O  and &=4. 

F i e  4.16 Carrier phase RMS error of joint opcn-loop estimation for quateniary 2RC (k l l 3 )  in 2 and 4 
dimensionai Walsh space, using the aaiismitted data sequence 0) or the estimated one (ED), for AH0 and 
lûû. q1=15~and&pl. i is fiom Figure4.15. 



SNR4dB. Apparently this is caused by the replacement of a by a ,  since at low SNR they 

are quite different. But why does not this influence appear in the corresponding T- 

estimation in Figure 4-17? The explanation is that the .c-estimate depends on a ratio which 

balances the influence to some extent. This balance does not happen in the pestimate. 

Figure 4.17 Symbol timing RMS m r  of joint closed-loop estimation for binary 2RC (h=4/5) in 2 
dimensional Walsh space, using the transmitted data sequence (TD) or the estimateci one (ED), for *50 and 
100. (p=15O. 

4.5.3 Synchronizer Performance for LRC schemes with p(t)=l 

Another intereshg issue is to use k(t)=l in (4.5) to approximate the RC schemes. In 

this case the estimator may not reach the optimum performance but it will reduce the 

computation complexity as mentioned in section 4.4. Figure 4.19 shows two examples for 

3RC (M=4, h=1/2) and 2RC ( M 4 ,  h=1/3). One sees that the esha tor  still works quite 

well for both examples (also for other schemes simulatecl) and the degradation caused by 

making p(t)=l is smaller for the 3RC scheme and is relatively larger for the 2RC scheme. 



Figure 4.18 Carrier phase RMS error of joint open-loop estimation for bhmy 2RC in 2- 
dimensional Walsh space, using the transmitted data sequence (TD) or the estimated one (ED), for +50 and 
100. q ~ l 5 O .  ? is h m  Figure 4.17. 

This is because Eqn. (4.5) gives a better approximation for larger L. Bound (4.36) is dso 

shown in the figure for reference. 

Figure 4.19 shows the performance of two binary RC schernes with p(t)=l. The 

results are similar to the quaternary case. 

4.5.4 Symbol Error Probability of the Walsh Receiver with the Proposed 
Synchronizer 

The performance of the proposed synchronizer is also evaluated fiom the point of 

view of data detection in the Walsh receiver. Figure 4.2 1 shows how the Walsh receiver 

performs with the proposed synchronizer for quaternary 3RC with h=L/2 simulated 

according to Figure 4.3. ''p(t)= 1" is used in the simulation. The symbol timing and carrier 

phase are estimated in 2-dimensional Walsh space but the data is detected in 4- 
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Bound for 2RC, M=4, h=1/3 

Bound for 3RC, M4,  h l 1 2  

Figure 4.19 T'rming enor cornparison of joint closed-loop estimation between p(r)= 2 sin2xt/~ T and 
p(t)=l for both 3RC(w, h=l12) and ZRC(M4, h=113). N=100, (p=lSO, K=2 and K 8 .  Estimated data 
sequences a are used. 

2 F i  4.20 T i g  error comprison of joint closebloop estimation between p(t)= 2 sin x t / L  T and 
p(&)=l for both 3RC(N2,  h-315) and 2RC(MiZ, Ak100, p l S O ,  K=2 and -2. Estimated data 
sequences 4 are used. 



dimensional space which gives near-optimum performance when perfectiy synchronized 

as shown in Chapter 3. Working in a space with different dimensions (4 and 2) for the data 

deteaion and synchronization respectively is very simple in the Walsh space. One just 

uses two samples out of the four for the synchronization. Again excellent performance is 

seen as expected, even at v a y  low SNR. For cornparison, both the performance of the 

optimum receiver and the performance of the Walsh receiver with Kd=4 and perfèct 

synchronization are shown. 

Figure 431 Symboi error rate in steady state for quaternary 3RC, h=1/2, with the proposed synchronizer. 
Data is detected in 4imensional Walsh space and synchronization is done in 2 dimensions with J k 1 0  and 
p(t)= 1. Compared with the performance of the Walsh receiver while perféctly synchronized. 

The examples shown above are al1 for single-h schemes. The perfomance of the 

proposed synchronizer for multi-h schemes is similar to their single-h counterparts for the 

same reason discussed in Chapter 3. One example of how the synchronizer performs for 

binary 2-h 2RC (ho=5/1 0, h 1=4/1 0) in temis of symbol mor rate is shown in Figure 4.22. 

It also shows an example for binary single-h scheme, 2RC with h= 1/2. 



Figure 4.22 Symbol error rate in steady state for binary multi- and single4 2RC with the proposd 
syilchmnher while p(t)= 1. Data detection and synchmnization are both doue in 2-dimensional Walsh space. 
+ 100. Compared with the performance of the Walsh receiver while perfectly synchronized. 

4.6 Summary 

A simple and practical algorithm for estimating, jointly or separately, symbol timing 

and carrier phase for any continuous phase modulation schemes has been demonstrated. 

The aigorithm is decision directed (data-aided) and is designed for optimizing the steady 

state performance of the synchronizer of any signal space CPM receiver. The performance 

of the proposed algorithm is investigated in the Walsh receiver which offers a simple and 

efficient way to implement the algorithm fidly in digital form. It exhibits excellent steady 

state performance, very close to the optimum ML-estimate, even in 2-dimensional Walsh 

receiver. 

The acquisition problem of a synchronizer has not been considered here. It is likely, 



that the only reliable route for the acquisition problem is to resort to non-data-aided 

methods. A non-data-aided estimator for symbol timing for CPM is investigated in 1531. 

As in [52], it c m  be employed with some modification by the proposed estimator for the 

purpose of acquisition. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Study 

5.1 Conclusions 

Although many continuous phase modulation schemes are very attractive for their 

high efficiency both in power and frequency spectnim, they are still difficult to employ in 

practice. The main reason is the unacceptable complexity of their receiver. Ln this thesis, a 

simple yet near-optimum coherent receiver structure for general CPM signals transmitted 

over an AWGN channel has been developed. The maximum Iikelihood criterion was 

chosen for optimality. 

W1th the goal of reducing the hardware requirement to the lowest possibe level 

while maintainhg a near optimum error performance, it was found that the signal space 

receiver with the first 2 to 4 Walsh functions as its basis is a solution. The receiver 

structure can be viewed as an extension of the widely used h e a r  receiver for PSK or 

QAM signals. Instead of the matched filter bank required in the optimum CPM receiver 

and by other suboptimum receivers, the proposed receiver requires only two ordinary 

integrate-and-dump flten. The performance of the proposed receiver has been evaluated 

both in ternis of the minimum projection distance loss and syrnbol mor  probability. 

Although the complexity has been greatly reduced, the performance loss is marginal. 

The biggest advantage of the proposed receiver is its simplicity. The hardware 



cumplexity has been reduced considerably. Besides, the receiver has the same hardware 

circuit for ai l  CPM schemes, including multi-h schemes, thus no special design is needed 

for different schemes except in the trellis decoder. The receiver structure is ideal for digital 

implementation. 

The symbol timing and carrier phase synchronization, a problern associatexi with 

any coherent receiver, has also been investigated for the proposed Walsh receiver. A 

simple, efficient, yet near-optimum algorithm for both separate and joint estimation of 

symbol timing and carrier phase has been developed. It aims to optimize the tracking 

performance of a synchronizer and is decision directed (data-aided). The aigorithm does 

not need to compute the derivative of the likelihood fiinction for the symbol timing 

estimate and exhibits excellent steady state performance. In 2-dimensional Walsh space, it 

is almost optimum for binary CPM schemes of practical interest, and close to optimum for 

quaternary schemes. The algorithm can also be used with other signal space CPM 

receivers. 

5.2 Suggestions for Future Study 

The performance of the Walsh receiver and the synchronization algorithm has only 

been investigated in an AWGN channel in this thesis. it would be intereshg to study how 

it performs in fading channels. One commonly used technique to combat fading is to use 

subinterval samples which provides more information about the channel. Since 

subintewal samples are already used in the Walsh receiver, it might be a helpful receiver 

structure for a fading channel. 

Aithough the local carrier fiequency can be generated very accurately, d e r  

fiequency compensation may be still needed in digital receivers to cope with oscilIator 

instabilities, both in the transmitter and the receiver, and with Doppler effects. In this case, 



estimation of the canier fiequency is a necessity. It is likely that a method similar to the 

one for estimating symbol timing and carrier phase also exists for kequency estimation in 

the Walsh signal space. 

investigation into the acquisition problern by the Walsh receiver is still necessary. 

Although the aigorithm of non-data-aided estimation of symbol timing introduced in 1531 

can be used for acquisition, a simpler algorithm might exist for the Walsh receiver. 

The performance of the proposed receiver with AC1 (adjacent channel interference) 

is another issue worth investigating. Because of the fast asymptotic decay of the spectrum, 

especially for partial response schemes, CPM possesses a certain immunity to AC1 which 

makes the MLSD CPM receiver quite robust in the presence of AC1 [57]. Since the 

described technique is in essence equivalent to MLSD decoding of CPM with the Viterbi 

algonthm, the proposed receiver should have a perfomüince similar in an AC1 channel to 

the optimum receiver. The possible influence which may degrade it is the presence of 

subinterval samples. 



Appendix A 

Phase State of CPM 

Notation: Z={d integers}; if={& positive integers} ; A an integer set, Ae=(all 

even integers in A}, called an even set; A,=A-A, cailed an odd set; set cX=c {x)={cr ) ,  c a 

constant; [x],=x (mod p); set Xp= {x )~=  { [ x ] ~ )  ; ( q) denotes an ideal in 2. 

Let an ={ai: i== ,..., n }  be the tra~smitted data sequence up to and including the nth 

syrnbol interval. The phase state of CPM in this interval for either single or multi-h is 

defined as 

where at&i,k3, ..- #M-l),  and set {hj}=(qdp, ql/p, ... , qH&} with the mnstra.int 

+ 
gcd(qo,q,, ... ,qH.lg)=l, where p, q,. H E Z , and p > 1 . It is desired to find set (O,,}. 

From a practical point of view, any transmitted signal has a starting tirne. Assume it 

is r-N, where NE  Z+ and can be as large as desired. For convenience and without loss 

of generality, assume 8 ~ 0 ,  for any n a -N, or equivalently a,=O, for any i < -N. Then 

where d (ao) = y q il ,ai. To find {O,,} one needs ta find ( d (a,) } . 
i=-N 



Write 

where 

Observe that because ai is always odd, al1 possible rnj(P,)~Z, or Z,, depend on n but, for a 

s p d c  n. not on a,.  Observe also that {mj(an)}=Z, or 2, for a specific n, since ai can 

take values of f 1 and N can be as large as desired. From the definiton of an ideal [58],  

{qjm,.(an)} c (4). but f (9).  et Q={(q$ u ... u (qH- I)  J .  Clearly d ( n , ) ~ Q .  

Lemma 1: { d ( u , ) } = ~ o r ~ , f o r a n y a , ,  n20, whenN+=.  

Proofi Write 

This implies that if { d ( a ,  - , )Ica or a, then { d (a , ) }cQ,  or Qo, because the pari@ of 

the second term on the right depends only on q [, - n .  It is known { d (a-N) }={O}cQ,. 

Thaefore by induction ( d  (a,))c(& or Q, for any a,, n 2 -N. Since a, can take value f 1, 

when N - t - ,  { d ( a , ) } = ~ o r ~ f o r a n y u , ,  n 2 O .  # 

1 Lemma 2: If the gcd(qo ,q, , ... ,qH - , g)=l, then {2  Qe)p=Zp* 

1 Proof: One needs only to show that for any z E Zp,  z E I5Q } . Since the gcd(q,, ,q, , ... = P 
, qH - ,p)= 1 , there exist integers uo, u , , . . . , u,, , and v, such that 1 =u,q, +ul q , + ... 

1 tuH- qH- i+ vp 1581. Then for any zeZ', r-[zuoqo+ ... +zuH- qH- Ip=EZ (2zuOq0 + ..- 



Now one can find {O,}. 

Case 1. { d (a,) }=Qe={2d (a,) ), where d (a,)=d (an)/2: 

From (A. 1 ) and (A.2), 

By the division algorithm for 2, d (a,) = b e r ,  with rn€ 2'' and b , ~  2. Substituting hto 

2~ 2n: 1 1 (A.4) one gets (O,}=- {r,} c - 2"'. But {r,}={d (a,)}p={Zd (a,) }P= {2  CJp=ZP7 so 
P P 

{€ln}=$ 2''. wheneva { d (a,) } i s  even. Note that if qj's are al1 even, {d (a,) } will be 

even for any n. 

Case II. { d (a,) 1%: 

In this case at least one of the q,'s must be odd. Let qb O 5 k c H ,  be odd. Then for 

some rn, -Nb m 5 n - L. q [,lH=!k Therefore d (a,) can be written as d (a,)= 
n - L  

d' (a,) + qkam , where d' (a,)= 4 [il . Clearly d' (a,) is  even and {d' (a,)}=Qe. 
i = -N 

i t m  

Write the odd number q p ,  =2(bptr)+ 1 ,  for some be 2, r~ 2'. Then 

IC 21c n: 
= { (-8 (a,) + -r + -} 

P P P 2K 

Snmmary: Although the above is shown for an infinite length of tnuismitîed data 



sequence it is hue for any practical situation, even if the length of data sequence is quite 

short. Except for a small number of startuig intervals, the phase states of CPM for the nth 

symbol interval is: 

I f  q,, q , , . . . , and m-, are al1 even then 

{Br) = ZZ,, whenever { d  (a,)} is even; and 
P 

{O,} = + E ,  whenever { d  (a,)} is odd. 
P P  P 

Whether {dn} is even or odd for a particular n can be easily detennined ûom (A.3) 

by assuming { d  (a0) } is even, provided that a, q,, ... , and qfil are Imown. 



Appendix B 

Equivalence of the Distance and Correlation 
Likelihood Function in Incomplete Receiver Signal 
Space 

For detecting data or estimating symbol timing and M e r  phase in any receiver 

signal space in an AWGN channel, the likelihood fiuiction is of the form 

where 

x, ( t ,  a, 7 , q )  = Re {k's, ( t  - T, i i )  (B-3) 

Here y(t) is the received signal. xr ( t ,  ci, T, cp) is the projection of the traosmitted signal 

ont0 the receiver space, the representation of the transmitted signal in the receiver space. 

sr ( t ,  5) is the baseband representative of the transmitted signal, ('* for CPM, in 

the receiver space and they are qua1 if the receiver space is complete. 

The first tenn in (B. 1) can be dropped because it is not a function of a ,  T, and <p. The 



third term is called the correlation likelihood bction,  and by ignoring the double carrier 

fiequency tenn it becomes 

The second term in (B. 1) is the signal (excluding noise) energy received by the receiver in 

the t h e  intewal [Om and it is equal to 

Consider only constant envelope modulations. In this case (B.5) is always a constant 

when the receiver space is wmplete and can be dropped fkom (B.1). Therefore the 

correlation likelihood function is always equivalent to the distance likelihood fiinction 

(B. l), a well known result. 

In an incomplete receiver signal space, (B.5) rnay not be a constant any more. 

Therefore, the equivaiency of the two likelihood f'wictions rnay or rnay not be tme: 

For data estimation (assume that z and <p are zero), the value of (B.5) is possibly a 

function of 5 .  Therefore the correlation likelihood function (B.4) rnay not be equivalent to 

the distance likelihood fiinction (B. 1). 

For separate <p estimation, clearly equation (B.4) is always equivalent to (B. l), since 

(B.5) is not a function of <p. 

For separate r estimation, if (B.5) is not a hc t ion  of z, the fact that (B.5) rnay be a 

fùnction of ii in a incomplete receiver space has no influence on z estimation, since this 

term disappears afîer taking the derivative of (B. 1) with respect to 7. But apparently (B.5) 

rnay Vary with 7. However if N is large, Le. NP%, this variation in signai energy is 



apparently very small. In this situation, the contri'bution of the second term of (B. 1) to the 

r estimation is ignorable compared with the contribution of the third tem. Therefore (B.4) 

is equivalent to (B. 1) at least when N is large. 

The above two arguments make the quivalence true also for joint symbol timing 

and carrier phase estimation. 
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